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Summary
Drawing on a two-year study of decentralisation processes at State, district and village levels in
Andhra Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh and Karnataka, this paper considers the influence of political
economy factors on decentralised natural resource management in India. The paper assesses the
constraints and potentials for decentralisation that are posed by the current political economy. It
argues that centralising political forces constrain both the political and ecological scope of the
decentralisation agenda. The suggested way forward is a more strategic approach in concept and
practice, as well as a reconsideration of the ultimate objectives of decentralised natural resource
management.
The study concluded that:
• decentralised natural resource management has not significantly increased access by the rural
poor to natural resources;
• the decentralisation agenda has not challenged the basic distribution of rights and access to
natural resources established in the colonial period and reinforced in the immediate postindependence period;
• decentralised natural resource management programmes are mainly valued for wage labour by
the rural poor, and, by rural élites, for the opportunity to invest in private property and dispense
patronage;
• decentralisation programmes have however created a space for political negotiation at the district
level, thus allowing more strategic local political mobilization;
• in order to exploit these opportunities, decentralised natural resource management programmes
should be more aware of their political and ecological limitations, and more strategic in resolving
these.
Partnership programmes and Panchayati Raj have opened up a window of opportunity for
decentralisation that did not previously exist and would be difficult to roll back. Despite the poor
progress of decentralisation an opportunity exists to make these institutions and programmes more
relevant in their content, more effective, efficient and transparent in service delivery and more
demand-driven in their operation. This opportunity requires both a reconsideration of programme
content and a strategic separation of obstacles to DNRM that are narrowly institutional and those
that are political.
For instance, programme content could be made more relevant by:
• linking programmes to the wider policy context of rural development;
• linking research on NR management with research on diversification;
• supporting market linkages and producer groups;
• developing a mix of area/beneficiary targeting in programmes;
• giving more attention to the role of shared NR in local livelihood strategies.
Institutional capacity building could be made more relevant by:
• clarifying the relationship between PRI and DNRM programmes;
• supporting moves towards further fiscal deconcentration;
• providing logistical support for institution-building of PRI and local user groups.
v

Support for political capacity-building could be made more relevant by:
• supporting the empowerment of village assemblies;
• doing away with ex-officio membership of PRI;
• identifing district-level bottlenecks in programme delivery;
• paying closer attention to the content of local NR-related demands and support for their political
expression.
The existing political settlement could be challenged better by:
• supporting non-state agents and alliances such as networked people’s movements, federations
and listservers to engender contest at various levels;
• judicial remedies such as public interest litigation;
• advocacy and awareness raising of local rights;
• supporting explicit negotiation over NR management.

vi
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1 The Policy Objectives of Decentralisation
1.1 Objectives and scope of research
Development policy in India has long appreciated the importance of environment-poverty linkages
in determining development outcomes. The majority of the poor in India are rural people and
particularly dependent on natural resources for their livelihoods. They often live in areas of high
ecological vulnerability and relatively low levels of resource productivity and have limited and
insecure rights over productive natural resources. These combined factors are significant forces
contributing towards the vulnerability of rural livelihood strategies. Much of the debate over
development strategies in the last decade has therefore turned around the question of how poverty,
vulnerability and access to natural resources are linked and which policies can contribute towards
sustainable rural livelihoods.
Central to this discussion has been a consensus that decentralising management over natural
resources to local communities is an important step in the right direction. Decentralisation, it is
argued, can contribute towards sustainable livelihoods through enhanced resource productivity and
locally monitored equity in resource use. In India, two formal institutional systems have been
isolated as having the legitimacy and potential to foster sustainable livelihoods through
decentralised natural resource management.

1.1.1 Partnership models
The state has been reluctant to transfer access rights over natural resources (other than arable land)
to local communities or individuals, but in the last decade there have been significant moves
towards forming natural resource management partnerships with communities or ‘user groups’ of a
particular resource. The two most institutionally evolved of these partnership models, Joint Forest
Management (JFM) and Watershed Management (WM), are examined in this study.1

1.1.2 Local government
The 73rd Constitutional Amendment of 1993 institutionalises three tiers of local government at
district (usually called Zilla Parishad), block (various local names) and village levels (Gram
Panchayat), collectively called Panchayati Raj Institutions. Gram Panchayats have been vested
inter alia with the responsibility of preparing plans for the management and development of natural
resources within their boundaries. The potential of this system of devolution for natural resource
management will be the primary focus of our study.
In addition to these formal institutional systems, informal and traditional natural resource user
groups have for long been perceived as having particular local legitimacy for the management of
natural resources. The extent to which such diverse informal groups and use patterns could be part
of a formal system of decentralised management has been much debated, despite the obvious
complexity of this process, and is a further focus of this study.
The above institutional systems entail different types and processes of decentralisation:
deconcentration (the transfer of powers and responsibilities to local units of the public
administration); devolution (transfer of powers and responsibilities to local government) and
delegation (transfer to semi-autonomous groups). Each system has its advantages and disadvantages
1 For a full list of papers produced by the study, see Annex 3. These can be accessed at www.panchayats.org and at www.odi.org
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for decentralised natural resource management. Some of the advantages of PRIs include: their
statutory mandate; their potential to ‘scale-up’ successful activities, (since they are vertically
integrated into the political structure); their potential to raise local taxes; and their constitutional
commitment towards affirmative action in favour of ‘weaker sections’. More generally it is argued
that institutions for democratic decentralisation constitute a human right and that local governments
can provide an environment that is conducive to the growth of associational life. This potential is
often contrasted to the overwhelming evidence that user groups for natural resource management
created by the state under partnership models have only very marginally improved the livelihoods
of the poorest. Proponents for the partnership model would argue that the system of user groups
working in partnership with the government are a means of getting more benefits from the
government; of creating a broader leadership base in which more people can be involved in
decision-making; of directly targeting the poor and those actually using the natural resource; and
generally developing ‘social capital’ which will stimulate demands for good governance.
These two positions occupy polar extremes and most observers would probably agree that both
natural resource specific user groups and a system of local governance are necessary. The preferred
integration between various models of decentralisation depends partly on the position taken on how
the two systems function at present. In turn, ideological positions aside, these opinions are based on
very practical considerations concerning the capacity of different models to protect the vulnerable,
manage natural resources and foster sustainable development.
This paper is based on a three-year study that considered the performance of three institutional
types of decentralisation at village, district, state and central levels. The study aimed to analyse and
compare the potential of each system for supporting sustainable, equitable and productive
decentralised natural resource management. The research framework isolated four types of factors
that influence the performance of institutions for decentralised natural resource management and
their potential for contributing towards sustainable rural livelihoods:
• factors rooted in the political economy;
• factors influencing the interaction between political, administrative and informal institutions for
decentralised natural resource management;
• factors related to the role of natural resources in local livelihoods and local institutional
interactions.
• The potential of the natural resources themselves.
These four factors and the interaction between them provided the guiding questions for the research
framework. Whilst the fourth factor, ‘the potential of the natural resources themselves’, is important
in influencing patterns of resource use and related institutional processes, the study is primarily and
mainly about institutional interrelations for natural resource management at different levels. This
paper presents the study’s policy background and conceptual framework, and the main conclusions
reached.

1.2 Background to decentralised natural resource management policies
Decentralisation, community rights and the sustainable use of natural resources are some of the key
issues underpinning the development discourse of our times. The debate over decentralising the
management of natural resources in India is not new; in one guise or another it has been part of
policy-making since colonial times. The basic considerations have also not changed that
significantly: what role should the state play in development and what criteria should define their
areas of control? With regard to natural resources, should the state play a regulatory, mediating or a
managing role? What should be the division of property rights over natural resources? Because
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these questions concern the distribution of power and control over resources, they are critical in
defining state-society relations.
A study of policies for decentralisation, even when considered from a functional perspective,
therefore has to take account of the policy context. This section provides the bare-bones background
to the evolution of policies on DNRM since the colonial period. Because so many of the legal,
administrative and policy frameworks for natural resource management originated in the colonial
period, this time-horizon is necessary, if only to briefly outline the context. Both policies for
political devolution and those specifically targeted towards natural resource management are
outlined. For a detailed analysis of the historical evolution of policies on decentralisation the reader
can consult chapter 2 of the National Level Situation Analysis and Literature Review (see Annex 3).

1.2.1 The colonial context: natural resource policies and community rights
Natural resource management policies during the colonial period were driven by the objective of
securing control over both natural resources and local communities. Proprietary rights over natural
resources enabled the colonial state to extract revenue from land, forests, and water as well as to
regulate community use of natural resources. Centralised control over natural resources was
justified as essential to ensure the scientific management of natural resources. This argument was
part of the wider ideology underpinning colonial rule that provided justification for the pre-eminent
role of the British as managers of nature and social resources. However, despite this overarching
theme, the genealogy of natural resource management paradigms during colonial times is complex.
The chronologies of management and regulatory initiatives of different resources such as forests,
land, water and soil are different. Colonial India, in other words, has different ecological histories
depending on the resource in question; the costs of centralisation; the revenue value of the resource
compared to this transaction cost; and local opposition to centralisation.
The trajectory of rights and management systems over surface and groundwater, for instance, are
very different and continue to have an impact on current use patterns. The Easement Act (1882)
recognised water rights for the first time and the absolute rights of the state over rivers, lakes and
water bodies. The colonial government started a cautious but steady incorporation of traditional and
private water resources that continues to have detrimental effect on the development of community
rights in water. For practical reasons, the Easement Act was too difficult to link to groundwater
rights; instead these were linked to the tenure rights of the landowner by the Transfer of Property
Act (1882) and the Land Acquisition Act (1894). When read together, these imply that groundwater
rights cannot be transferred independently of land tenure. In addition, the legislation provides no
limits on the amount of groundwater that can be extracted by a landowner, an issue of significant
importance in contemporary water management, as by implication the landless and communities
that own land communally are excluded from legal access to groundwater rights.
The colonial centralisation of control and declaration of property rights over forests was perhaps the
most significant form of imperial land management. The Forest Acts of 1878 and 1927 established
reserved and protected forests in which, respectively, either all access was prohibited that was not
explicitly allowed, or access was allowed but under limiting rules and regulations. Whilst it is
widely accepted that these Acts had a significant impact on local natural resource use patterns, there
has been a long and irresolvable debate about some key issues related to this control. According to
some, it was colonial forest policy that destroyed traditional institutions and customs which had
ensured sustainable resource management (Gadgil and Guha, 1992). Others dispute the extent to
which these institutions provided a framework for resource use. In any case, many observers point
to the differentiated nature of colonial forestry and the limited reach of the colonial state to suggest
that to a considerable extent, local management of forests continued to defy planned scientific
management. Instead, local use of forests was dependent upon the extent of local resistance, the
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financial imperatives of the government and on the kind of forest; with those yielding a diversified
range of products, and where revenue was significantly derived from non-timber products, more
likely to be under local management (Sivaramakrishnan, 1999).
Another reason given for the uneven progress in the centralisation of control over forests is that
departmental jurisdiction over various classes of forests was a matter of continual dispute within the
colonial bureaucracy. The Revenue Department, whose prime responsibility lay in peaceful and
continuous agriculture, was keen that there be a minimal abridgement of customary practices and
rights, thus reducing the possibilities of civil unrest. The Forest Department, on the other hand,
desired monopoly control in determining valid customs and rights and, if need be, in curtailing them
in the colonial interest.
Thus, whilst the colonial government established an unprecedented centralisation of natural
resources, the extent to which they were able to exercise their property right and actively manage
natural resources is more complex. Many natural resources, in particular forests and pastures,
continued to be under the de facto control of local communities for the reasons mentioned above.
Several sporadic attempts were made at institutionalising systems of decentralisation during the
colonial period; mainly due to local resistance to colonial management and a desire to protect more
valuable natural resources. For example, the 1878 Forest Act attempted to classify selected tracts of
non-timber producing forests as ‘village forests’ and in the Himalayas, local resistance to colonial
control over forests led to the establishment of Van Panchayats (also village forests). However,
these early decentralisation initiatives did not entail a transfer of rights and autonomy over natural
resources and were also established over a relatively small area.

1.2.2 National state, development alternatives and the environment
Development policy and planning in independent India followed the Nehru-inspired vision of
economic centralisation and transformation from above based heavily upon industrial growth. This
model set the context for all development activities and was preferred over the Gandhian alternative
of governance and development centered on the village and district Panchayats. Centralised control
over natural resources was considered an important component of this planned development policy,
allowing the state to execute programs based on scientific and technological judgements and protect
resources from unsystematic exploitation by local people. Thus, although the independent state
assumed the role of provider, protector and regulator in fulfilling the nationalist project, as far as
natural resource management is concerned, there is considerable continuity in the policies of the
colonial and the independent government.
The appropriate forms and mixture of governance and administrative control to execute this
centrally planned economic strategy was the subject of intense debate in the Constituent Assembly.
Whilst many argued for the Gandhian model mentioned above, others considered Panchayats as too
embedded in backward social and economic inequalities. As a compromise solution, the
Constitution included Panchayat establishment as one of the guideposts for the nationalist
government, but consigned it to the Directive Principles (article 40), which are non-justiciable.
Instead, the Community Development Programme inaugurated in 1952 became the chosen vehicle
for executing development programmes. The relationship between experts and communities was
operationalised through a centralised public administration operating through extension services,
block development offices and village level workers. In terms of natural resource management, this
entailed the establishment of departments, boards and institutes for scientific research and technical
training. The knowledge thus generated was brought to local people through a top-down approach
based on pilot projects and demonstration.
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This period, and hence its significance for understanding the current context of decentralisation, is
when centralised planning processes were institutionalised. Centralised control was justified as
necessary to direct a programme for development on behalf of the nation. The educated
professionals, as leaders of a consensus nationalist movement, took the responsibility of planning
development and assumed control of the state apparatus. Their depiction of instruments of planning,
such as policies for natural resource use, as rational tools for pursuing priorities decided outside the
political process, is still a critical part of policy-making today. Further, the ‘line department’
approach, the assertion of ‘line’ administration of departmental handling of development, was
established during this period. This approach, which is based on demarcations of responsibility by
production sector or sub-sector, still provides a dominant operational context for current natural
resource management. Thus, in the first phase of independent democratic governance and
management of natural resources, the village collective was looked upon as the object of planning;
agency and control rested with experts and higher levels of government bureaucracy.

1.2.3 The Green Revolution, participatory management and non-state initiatives
Several developments during the period between the 1970s and 1990s are significant for shaping the
policy context for current moves towards decentralisation. First, environmental problems emerged
as a discrete field of concern in official development discourse in India, and were linked by the
Prime Minister, Indira Gandhi, to inadequate development: ‘poverty is the greatest polluter’. The
tone for policies of economic development from the fourth plan (1969–74), including those related
to the environment, was set by the acute food crisis and the subsequent start of the Green
Revolution. In a neat U-turn from previous policies, it was asserted that the success of economic
planning would be determined above all by performance in agriculture.
Secondly, increased growth in production was accompanied by a populist rhetoric that concerned
itself with the fate of those unlikely to benefit from these development policies. This period was
marked by the inauguration of programmes specifically targeted to employment and asset creation
for poor constituencies. Many of these programmes were directed to creating natural resource assets
that could ensure local subsistence and create some local security against extreme poverty. Social
forestry and watershed management programmes were amongst those expanded as part of this
centralised poverty alleviation drive, which has been described as India’s Third Agricultural
Revolution, following Zamindari Abolition and the Green Revolution. In terms of governance and
administration, these programmes were implemented along established line department approaches.
However, ostensibly to ensure efficient execution, District Rural Development Agencies were
established to link Central Government to the districts, blocks and villages. The theme of ‘local
participation’ as a desirable objective was voiced in official policies during this period, but in reality
there were only very limited and vague attempts made to translate this ideal into reality.
A third development during this period was the emergence of non-party affiliated social movements
which presented a strong critique of the development project of the state. The critique was directed
at the entire paradigm of development and democracy that had defined the policy agenda of the
modern state and its vision of progress, equality, rights and justice.2 With respect to natural
resources, an issue that occupied a central place in the critique, it was argued that they had been
mismanaged by the state for inequitable and unsustainable economic development. Local
communities should have the rights to access natural resources and the primary objective of natural
resource use should be fulfilling local subsistence demands. It was further argued that local
2 A recent manifestation of protest – though more by groups loosely assembled around prominent individuals than by social
movements as such – is the phenomenon of public interest litigation. For instance, the People’s Union for Civil Liberties petitioned
the Supreme Court in May 2001, arguing that it was unconstitutional for the government to maintain large food stocks when a
substantial portion of the population was undernourished. Although the case is still running, several interim orders of the Court (e.g.
23 July 2001 and 28 November 2001) favour the petition.
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communities have the necessary knowledge and traditions to manage natural resources, which
should be transferred to their control as common property. The incidence of grassroots social
mobilisation around the environment is questionable and an issue which we will consider again. For
the policy context it is important to note however that this perspective and local claims on natural
resources had been entered into the policy debate ‘on behalf of’ local communities.
In terms of political decentralisation, two trends in Indian development planning had a contrary
impact on the development of Panchayats. On the one hand, the Green Revolution and the focus on
technocratic agricultural development left little scope for the Panchayats to intervene in the
economic sphere, as these were based on centralised policies and extension machineries.
Simultaneously, the vertically-integrated programmes aimed at poverty alleviation in backward
areas completely bypassed the Panchayat, leaving India with a strong rural administration but not
rural government (Leiten and Srivastava, 1999). However, the period also witnessed the
establishment of non-Congress governments at the centre and in various states of the country. The
social base of these new governments was composed of ascendant agrarian groups of intermediate
castes that had hitherto enjoyed little power. For them, a move towards political decentralisation
was an opportunity to enter the government, albeit at the lowest level (Rudolph and Rudolph, 1987).
Numerous non-Congress State governments began to revive and experiment anew with forms of
Panchayati Raj institutions in the 1980s.
In summary, the period between the 1970s and 1990s was important for shaping the current
discourse around decentralised natural resource management. It witnessed the emergence of
environment-development-poverty linkages as a central focus of policy debates. The principle that
local people had rights to access natural resources for their subsistence needs as well as the right to
participate in decision-making over natural resource management was explicitly established. Not
yet mentioned, but to be briefly explored later, was donor support for initiatives that linked poverty
alleviation, local participation and natural resource management. Finally, developments in the
political economy meant that initiatives for political decentralisation being driven by newly
emergent social groups coincided with an unprecedented centralisation of development planning
behind the mantle of poverty alleviation programmes. None of these factors resulted in the poor
having a significantly greater voice in the development process; however they were instrumental in
furthering the agenda for decentralised natural resource management.

1.2.4 The 1991 reforms and after
A number of developments in the 1990s served to further the decentralisation agenda. In the
economic domain, a new set of policies were put in place which departed from the mixed economy
model and visualized greater participation for the private sector. Simultaneously, with the
precarious situation of public finances, there has been a move to restrict the role of the state to core
functions, leaving everyday management of many services in the hands of non-state sectors such as
NGOs and/or beneficiary groups and user committees. This move has the support of both influential
donor bodies and the NGO sectors in India, though the reasons for support vary. With respect to
natural resources, watershed programmes have been established as a major form of intervention for
sustained and equitable utilisation of resources to be managed jointly by the public administration
and local user groups. Similarly, a Circular issued by the Ministry of Environment and Forests in
1990 provided guidelines for Joint Forest Management between local communities and the Forest
Department. Politically, an entirely unrelated development – Constitutional Amendments providing
legal sanction for establishing Panchayats as the third tier of self-government – include natural
resource management amongst the responsibilities of local government. These various moves
towards decentralised natural resource management have not developed in synergy with each other
and Panchayati Raj in particular did not develop with a particular focus on natural resource
management. However, one of the challenges of the last ten years, and the question that occupies
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this study, has been to consider and compare their joint and individual potential as frameworks for
decentralised natural resource management.
Several further contextual points can be made to outline the scope and content of initiatives for
decentralisation. Although in India it is usually domestic factors that best explain the adoption of
particular policies, the global move towards decentralisation and the privatisation and transfer of
funds and responsibilities out of large state machineries provides an important context. The World
Development Report of 1997 (World Bank, 1997) supported both political and administrative
measures for decentralisation as crucial for downsizing government and thus creating flexible
institutional arrangements that enhance efficiency, transparency and accountability in development.
The importance of poverty-environment linkages in determining development outcomes and the
insecurity and vulnerability of rural livelihoods was an issue recognised in the World Development
Report of 2001 (World Bank, 2001). Further, there has been a renewed international commitment to
poverty reduction in which poverty-environment linkages, and the decentralisation of natural
resource management, occupy a central place.
A related contextual point is that there is arguably more consensus on the content of the
decentralisation agenda. Opinions on how and why it should be implemented are less polarised. It is
generally agreed that both political and administrative decentralisation are necessary. There is still
an active and relevant debate over whether – given resource shortages to do both - the primary
focus should be capacity building of local government or of user groups. The right to selfgovernance and the importance of observing democratic principles feature centrally in this debate.
However most observers concur that political and administrative decentralisation should be
mutually supportive. Further, there is a more cautious approach to the potential of traditional
institutions and practices for natural resource management. A decade of slow achievements in
participatory projects has led most observers to the conclusion that the reasons lie not only with
inflexible line departments and their local machinations, but also with local structures and
processes.
Whilst there is more agreement on the institutional components of decentralisation, there appears to
be less clarity and direction on the objective. Sustainable livelihoods and empowerment through
improved resource productivity, equitable distribution and self-governance are the reasons given.
But what now constitutes a sustainable livelihood? In the period between the 1970s and the 1990s,
the purpose of natural resource management was to support the ‘subsistence production’ of the poor
and, to a lesser extent, to enable some income generation from minor forest products in particular.
In the last decade there has been a growing recognition of the extent to which local livelihood
strategies have diversified,3 diversification is now the norm for the rural poor, not the exception.
Whilst natural resources occupy a critical role in these strategies, it is no longer clear (and past
clarity may have been a policy convenient illusion) how these are used. There is, in other words, no
longer a ‘development narrative’ that provides a vision of what role decentralised natural resource
management should assume in local livelihood strategies.

1.3 Institutional frameworks for decentralisation
The institutional systems for DNRM compared in this paper differ in their policy trajectories,
organisational processes and objectives. Panchayati Raj is a system of political devolution that (in
theory) involves the transfer of resources and power to local level authorities that are wholly or
largely independent of higher levels of government. The partnership models involve the transfer of
responsibilities and resources to lower arenas of the public administration and to ‘user groups’
working in partnership with them. Panchayati Raj is an integral part of the Indian governance
3 For a major study conducted by ODI and partners on diversification in rural areas of India, see www.livelihoodoptions.info
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system, of which natural resource management is only one component. The partnership models are
specifically directed at natural resource management and operate through policies and programmes
that are dependent on Government Orders. Despite their different profiles, the two institutional
systems are closely linked in development practice and do not operate according to their ideal role
as given above.

1.3.1 The partnership models
The partnership models (Joint Forest Management and Watershed Management) being studied are
state-funded programmes for natural resource management in which the state (through its line
departments) has entered into an agreement with local natural resource user groups. The agreement
is for joint management of resources in which the state supplies technical and financial capacity and
devolves responsibilities and rights over the natural resources to local user groups under specific
conditions, such as following prescribed management practices and contributing labour. Both WM
and JFM have Guidelines that standardise agreements; although in both cases the final procedures
are influenced by state- and department-specific decisions. Watershed management involves several
departments and the management of various natural resources, soil and water, spread across private
and community resources. Joint Forest Management involves a single department and natural
resource. In neither case does the agreement include a transfer of property rights over resources –
the ultimate decision-making authority rests with the department in question.
Micro-watershed management programmes
The rationale underpinning micro-watershed programmes is that the rehabilitation and development
of natural resources (trees, grazing, farming and water resources) in an integrated manner can
generate sustainable and equitable economic growth within the watershed. In aggregate, watershed
programmes currently absorb some US$500M/yr of public funding. Watershed development in the
previous decades had been focused mainly on increasing productivity, and only secondarily,
through special area programmes, on equitable development (see Situation Analysis detailed in
Annex 1). Because of the varied natural resources involved, the programmes were run by several
Ministries (Agriculture, Rural Development and Environment and Forests); each with their own
objectives, guidelines, procedures and targets. Although the need to adopt more participatory
approaches had been appreciated for some time, the various programmes had no institutional
mechanisms or professional capacity to enable an internal change of procedure.
In contrast to the line-department approach of the government watershed programmes, a number of
participatory people’s movements adopted innovative methods to conserve soil and water resources.
Significant efforts in this regard were the Pani Panchayats at Naigaon and Anna Hazare’s efforts at
Ralegaon-Siddhi. The success of these programmes, together with pressures from donors, led to a
major revision of governmental orientation towards watershed management in the 1990s.
High-level committees were constituted in 1993 (CH Hanumantha Rao Committee) and 1995
(Dharia Committee) to look into the performance of watershed management and institutional
mechanisms to make them more effective and equitable. These committees identified three main
reasons for the dismal performance of the ongoing schemes for watershed development: the lack of
an integrated approach; the relative neglect of non-wastelands; and the failure to institutionalise
genuine participation. The reviews of these committees resulted in the issuing of the ‘Common
Guidelines for Watershed Development’ in 1995. Watershed development in India has since
become a favoured and substantially financed programme for integrated resource management and
poverty alleviation. In fact, the emphasis of the programme has shifted from technical to social
aspects, following the rationale that sustainable and participatory institutions should precede any
physical work. The participatory emphasis now also includes all people living in the watershed;
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including those with limited or no private land. The following are typical objectives of WD
programmes:
• raising the productivity of rain-fed agriculture and non-arable land;
• encouraging the sustainable management and optimal use of water;
• reducing soil erosion and conserving forests;
• creating employment;
• promoting increased individual and collective responsibility for natural resource management;
• contributing to local social capital and decision-making capacity.
The Guidelines are fairly rigid about the preferred institutional structure for project management. At
the district level, the DRDA or the Zilla Parishad is responsible for managing the project; they in
turn select a PIA from amongst interested Departments, NGOs and private companies to implement
the project. The PIA is responsible for 10–12 watersheds and is expected to operate through a multidisciplinary Watershed Development Team (WDT). In each watershed a Watershed Development
Association, created through participatory processes under the guidance of the WDT, selects a
Watershed Committee (WC) from amongst the members. These bodies initiate people’s
involvement through facilitating self-help groups (SHGs) that do not have to be based around
watershed related activities. The financial resources for the project come mainly from the
government, channeled through the WDTs and Watershed Committees. A Watershed Development
Fund (WDF) is created during the course of the project, and this accumulates assets after project
completion through local contributions.
The Guidelines also specify that Panchayati Raj Institutions should be fully involved in the
implementation of the programme, in particular encouraging the formation of SHGs and user
groups. Further PRIs should ensure that funds from other programmes supplement watershed
management, that the full Gram Sabha is involved, and that the Guidelines are followed. The PRIs
can also apply to be project implementing agencies for a cluster of watershed projects.
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Figure 1 Administrative hierarchy for projects under the new guidelines
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Project
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Source: Farrington et al (1999)

The Guidelines for Watershed Management are path-breaking in many ways; they are the outcome
of an extended collaborative effort by government, donors and NGOs to review past programme
failure and to put best practice principles into operation. The Guidelines recognise local inequalities
in social power and entitlements; but try to address these inequalities rather than using them as a
justification for the mediating role of the state. The Guidelines specifically link natural resource
management, poverty alleviation and equity in their formulation of potential watershed management
activities. A capacity building period is built into projects to ensure that technical components do
not begin before participatory user groups and self-help groups have been established. Most
importantly, the ideals of participatory management have been given substance through the
decentralisation of financial resources and organisational responsibility.
The extent to which these objectives are realisable has been a key research question; the following
are several trends that emerge from the evaluation of the Guidelines so far (see Situation Analysis
paper detailed in Annex 1 for more background):
• In operational terms, some of the problematic areas are a multiplicity of funding and executive
agencies for WDM schemes that make it difficult to keep track of progress.
• Although the Guidelines seek to bridge across departmental policies, operational and
organisational mechanisms for departmental convergence remain weak.
• The Guidelines are often taken as rules to be strictly implemented, resulting in insensitivity
towards ground realities.
• The selection process for PIAs and contractors for works and the procedure for release of funds
are not transparent and accountable.
• A continuing focus on land and irrigation despite intentions to target common land and include
the landless.
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• At the field level, though the operation of Watershed Management is regionally differentiated, it
may be argued that there are several important trends that characterise the Guidelines across the
board:
1) Given the overwhelming focus on land and irrigation, there are three distinct groups that are
likely to lose out on the on the benefits of the new Watershed Management initiatives. These
include the landless, those in the upper reaches of the watershed and those especially
dependent on common resources.
2) The evidence that watershed management has led to an increase in associational activity and
more participatory resource management is inconclusive.
3) Projects run by NGOs have achieved a higher level of participation in watershed
management than projects run by government departments.
Joint Forest Management
The last decade has witnessed an important transformation in the ideological orientation and
programme focus in the forestry sector, again with mixed results. The evolution of JFM has a
relatively less complex narrative than that of watersheds and Panchayati Raj. This is largely
because it concerns only two primary stakeholders: the Forest Department and the communities that
reside in forest areas or are dependent on forest resources. Forest management in India continues to
be largely a domain of state initiative, but in the case of degraded lands, joint management
frameworks have been developed.
Several factors explain the policy initiative for JFM and its widespread implementation across
India. One is the failure of social forestry projects in the 1970s and 1980s and the recognition that
this failure was largely due to the lack of local involvement and ownership over the project. The
critical need for a formalisation of local participation and project stakeholdings was one of the main
lessons drawn from failed social forestry projects. Support for more participatory modes of forest
management were supported by donors in particular, many of whom had invested substantially in
social forestry. A second factor was the high levels of resource degradation and the inability of the
Forest Department to protect valuable forest stock. JFM programmes can potentially divert this
pressure from valuable stock by rehabilitating degraded forest lands for local needs. A third factor
was pressure from development intermediaries to involve local communities and recognise local
rights over natural resources. Finally, several local initiatives drew national attention to the social
and economic consequences of the unequal forest access regime (Chipko) and provided a model for
how JFM could be operationalised (Arabari).
The framework for Joint Forest Management was provided in the Forest Policy of 1988. This policy
stated that meeting subsistence requirements should be the first priority of forest management and
that environmental sustainability had to take precedence over forest revenue. Although this new
forest policy is only a statement of principle and has to operate under the property rights specified
by the Forest Acts, it is a radical departure from previous forest policies in its recognition of local
demands. A Circular issued by the Ministry of Environment and Forests in 1990 provided
Guidelines for the ‘Involvement of Village Communities and Voluntary Agencies in the
Regeneration of Degraded Forests’. This Circular is a significant departure from all previous social
forestry projects in that it maps out guidelines for benefit sharing between the state and community;
the institutionalisation of community management through membership rules, duties and benefits,
micro-planning through PRA, and involvement of appropriate NGOs. The main features of the
Circular are summarised below:
• JFM programmes are to be implemented through arrangements between the village community,
the Forest Department and an NGO/voluntary agency.
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• JFM should not include signing over ownership or lease rights over the forest land or
contravening any Forest Acts.
• The beneficiaries should be entitled to a share of usufruct subject to conditions set by the Forest
Department. On successful protection of forests they are to be given a portion of the proceeds
from the sale of mature trees.
• Access to the forests and benefits should be open only to the chosen user group, which should
form a Village Forest Committee (VFC).
• The Forest Department can annul the VFC in case of a failure to follow any of the rules and
regulations established in its constitution.
Notwithstanding the enabling framework for community involvement in the management of forests,
a number of serious difficulties remain in making the arrangement equitable and sustainable. These
include the confinement of joint management to degraded lands; non-recognition of self-initiated
Forest Protection Groups; absence of legal rights for beneficiaries and communities under JFM
programmes making them subject to the approval of the officials of the Forest Department; the
discretion and power given to the Forest Department in conflict resolution; the disproportionately
large share of the benefits taken by the Forest Department and its continued power to suspend and
even dissolve JFM committees.
Guidelines issued in February 2000 by the Ministry of Environment and Forests attempt to address
some of the more obvious defects of JFM. Recommendations are made for the constitution of
divisional or state level representative forums and working groups (with representation from NGOs
and stakeholders) to resolve conflicts arising out of JFM arrangements. The guidelines also take
cognisance of self-initiated community groups managing forests and state that these groups should
be given official recognition. Other issues such as registration of JFM committees as societies and
the extension of JFM to good forests are also mentioned.
These recommendations are still being worked through and have not been widely implemented.
JFM programmes have had mixed developmental outcomes; forests have been protected and
communities have benefited from improved biomass resources as well as revenue from commercial
sales of stock. These benefits have to be seen in the wider context of claims to forest resources both
from those not included in the user group and therefore excluded from the resource; and those
excluded by forest management practices under JFM. One of the most widespread criticisms is that
the relatively powerful at the local level in collaboration with the Forest Department have too great
a say in who should be able to claim rights over a particular forest. Further, the very poor and
marginal have little influence in determining the management agenda despite formal membership.
The livelihood security of these groups, who often rely most heavily on forest resources for their
immediate survival, is often threatened by management practices that restrict forest access for longterm sustainability.

1.3.2 Panchayati Raj
The new Panchayati Raj system that has been introduced through the 73rd amendment is also a
qualitatively different structure than the Panchayats that had been established before, though
possessing some of the same maladies that made the earlier incarnations ineffective. The most
significant development in the evolution of PRIs in the past decade is that not only have they been
endowed with formal legal recognition, but they have also been assigned a wide range of functions
with respect to ‘the preparation of plans for economic development and social justice [and] the
implementation of schemes for economic development and social justice as may be entrusted to
them including those in relation to matters listed in the Eleventh Schedule’ (art. 243G). The
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function, powers and voting patterns of the various tiers of Panchayati Raj – the Gram Sabha,
Gram Panchayat, Block level Panchayats and Zilla Parishads – are provided in the Situation
Analysis. They will also be considered in detail in chapter three. What is important to mention here
for the context is that one third of the membership of PRIs has been reserved for the members of
scheduled castes, scheduled tribes and women, thus enabling the representation of the most
marginal sections of society.
Figure 2 Widening of the democratic base after 1993
Till 1993 the line departments and their
officials from directors to village-level
functionaries were handling the development
programmes creating a vertical structure.

Two Houses of Parliament have
790 members:
Lok Sabha: 545
Rajya Sabha: 245

After the 73rd and 74th Amendments, the
democratic base had widened enormously,
enabling horizontal planning and
implementation of development programmes.

Total elected
members at the
first and second
strata Union- and
State-level
number 4,963.

25 State Assemblies and two UTs
(Delhi and Pondicherry) with
Assemblies have 4,173 members
(States: 4,072; UTs: 101).

Today below State-level

• 532 district Panchayats:
more than 175 districts have women
presidents.
• 5,912 Block/Tehsil/Mandal
Panchayats:
more than 1,970 Tehsil/Mandals
have women presidents.
• 231,630 village Panchayats:
more than 77,210 village
Panchayats have women presidents.

The third stratum
elects 3,000,000
members
Of these:
• 1,000,000 are
women
• 660,000 are
SCs/STs

• 95 city corporations:
22 of these have women
mayors.
• 1,436 town municipalities:
more than 749 of them have
women chairpersons.
• 2,055 Nagar Panchayats:
more than 685 of them have
women chairpersons.

Note: Numbers in the third box (below State-level) are approximate.
Source: Institute of Social Studies, Panchayati Raj Research.

What is evident from what is often called the ‘spirit’ of the law is that the Constitutional
Amendment envisages the Panchayats as the lowest tier of government. In accordance with this
vision, the Amendment recommends that Panchayati Raj Institutions be given the necessary
administrative and financial support and revenue raising capacity to perform this role. The Eleventh
Schedule forms an important reference point for the functions envisaged under the Constitution;
many of these are relevant to natural resource management such as agriculture, land improvement
and soil conservation, minor irrigation and water management, social and farm forestry, minor
forest produce and fuel and fodder.
Notwithstanding these positive developments, PRIs continue to be hampered in their functioning by
four distinct factors a) a continued financial weakness and slow devolution of financial resources; b)
irregular meetings and a lack of local awareness of rights, powers and responsibilities; c) a
contractual approach to work that precludes genuine participation; and d) opposition from other
levels of government and development intermediaries to genuine decentralisation. Although PRIs
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are now expected to deliberate and act upon all essential subjects, these four areas of weakness
seriously affect their functional capacity. This is particularly true of natural resource management,
which requires technical capacity, skills in financial management and the administrative and
political negotiation of conflicting priorities and interests. In addition, natural resource management
has for long been the domain of centralised line departments that have resisted a devolution of
control.
The second line of enquiry with respect to PRIs is their potential to fulfill democratic functions of
self-government. The extension of a political voice to the local level has obvious significance and
potential. In particular, the inclusion through reservations of marginalised groups associated both
with natural resource dependency and exclusion from natural resource access. Certainly, the
argument that the new Panchayats are broadening and deepening Indian democracy does have some
quantitative support, in that there are now over 500 district level PRIs, almost 6,000 block level
PRIs and over 230, 000 village level PRIs in India. PRIs may not so far have contributed to
significantly higher levels of political empowerment amongst marginalised groups; but the potential
of this extensive organisational system is an issue that merits research.

1.4 Summary: the relevance of comparison
As the outline above illustrates, the institutional systems for DNRM we are comparing differ
significantly. However there are two main reasons why we feel a comparison is valid and important.
First, we have found that although the ideal role of these institutions might be distinct, their
perceived objective is often interchangeable in development discourse. The objectives of the
administrative and political systems differ depending on the perspective from which they are
promoted. For instance, many proponents of watershed management consider this to be mainly a
strategy for local empowerment that will contribute towards the democratisation of local
institutions. Conversely, proponents of PRI may argue that their primary value is to facilitate local
planning and the implementation of projects. A second reason that the comparison between the two
approaches is relevant, as we will explore further in chapter two, is that the roles of the two are
inextricably linked in development practice at all levels. In sum, a consideration of the options for
decentralised natural resource management from both a conceptual and practical viewpoint needs to
consider the whole institutional spectrum.
From whatever perspective it is viewed, progress towards a genuine decentralisation that involves
local people in decision-making over natural resources and contributes towards sustainable
livelihoods has clearly been very slow. Strong centralising tendencies in both the democratic and
the administrative systems continue to concentrate power and autonomy for action away from the
local level. In the case of the partnership models; the nature of the ‘partnership’ is intrinsically
limited by the fact that the state owns both the natural and financial resources and has the ultimate
right to annul local committees. Further, social and economic inequities in local communities have
largely reproduced themselves in the local structures of both decentralised institutions. However,
the process of transition to a decentralised system, and the inclusion of sections of the population
historically excluded from the decision-making process, will inevitably be extremely slow. There is
little capacity or experience of participatory decision-making and the democratic process at the
local level. Social and economic structures and traditions, political marginalisation, decades of
centralised development planning and extreme poverty all work against decentralisation. The
processes of interest to this research are therefore incremental changes in the linkages between these
factors that enhance local livelihood opportunities. Chapter two will consider the conceptual issues
surrounding these factors and outline in more detail the research questions that they raise.
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2 Institutional Synergy and Conflict in the Agenda for
Decentralisation
This paper is directed towards an understanding of the institutional interrelationships that influence
the performance of decentralised natural resource management policies. These are explored along
three types of institutional perspective: the political economy context; synergy and conflict between
different institutional systems; and local institutional interaction around natural resource
management. These factors are linked in reality and indeed it is the linkages that are of particular
interest in this research. However as they also constitute discrete fields of enquiry they have been
separated for analytical purposes. Several general points about the agenda for decentralised natural
resource management itself can be noted before considering the three fields of enquiry in detail.
First, is the fact of a significant consensus on the importance of decentralisation policies.
Decentralisation is supported by groups of different political persuasions who fundamentally
disagree with each other on the objectives and specific potential of decentralisation. The support
that it enjoys is linked to the failure of centralised planning and to the related decline of
development theories that provided analytical support for centralisation. This is particularly true for
natural resource management; in India it is generally agreed that centralised planning has failed in
maintaining environmental sustainability and fulfilling local subsistence demands.
Second, the evidence that decentralisation policies can contribute towards sustainable livelihoods is
far from conclusive and there is an emerging realism about the potential of decentralisation. This
realism is particularly true in relation to decentralisation measures for natural resource management
where the optimism in community collective action and indigenous knowledge has been tempered
by failed participatory resource management projects. The focus in both theory and practice is
directed towards an understanding of what type of policy and project design will enable
decentralisation to fulfill its potential. The support for decentralisation is therefore based to a
considerable extent not on its proven success as a development policy but on ideological
convictions related to the importance of local involvement and self-determination in the
development process.
Third, and related to the above, there is an uncertain policy grasp on the content and objective of the
agenda for decentralisation. The general direction, as we have noted, is ‘sustainable livelihoods
through equitable and productive natural resource management’; but what does this mean in
practice? The uncertain grasp of practicalities is notable both in relation to the overall development
policy of which DNRM is a part and in relation to the specific role of natural resources within this
framework. For instance, there are no clear answers to the following questions: has decentralisation
succeeded if a few people have more sustainable livelihoods? Has decentralisation succeeded if it
has contributed towards local empowerment but at the same time to local out-migration? Should
local people be able to derive all or only part of their subsistence needs from their main locality or
village? What proportion of subsistence needs should be met locally by what proportion of people
to satisfy the criteria of sustainable local livelihoods. The lack of an agreed vision on what
decentralisation should achieve means that the policies themselves have to be assessed against
contingent benchmarks.
Finally, this uncertainty about the objectives of decentralisation (political and ideological reasons
aside momentarily) can be related to emerging empirical evidence on current rural trends and a
related uncertainty about rural development strategies. These trends are of increasing globalisation;
insecurity and risk; diversification of livelihood strategies; a shifting network of social capital that it
is difficult to continue to label as ‘community’; and a mediation of livelihood strategies by a
complex and varied institutional environment. Previous optimism about the role that the agricultural
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sector can play in local livelihood strategies has been muted. Further, a decade of critical reflection
on ‘environmental narratives’ and their influence on policy has led to an appreciation of the
historically and spatially defined nature of local interactions with the environment. Whilst positive
in many ways, this has contributed to the lack of a rural development ‘narrative’ and therefore also
the lack of clear objectives for the role of natural resource management.

2.1 The influence of the political economy
Research on local natural resource management practices is increasingly cognisant of the influence
of the wider political economy. This is in part because of empirical evidence of the impact that
these political, economic, technological and market forces, over which the rural poor have little
information and limited control, have on local livelihood strategies. It is also due in part to
theoretical developments in the field of natural resource management. The examination of microlevel natural resource management practices has for the most part been dominated by Common
Property Management (CPM) and New Institutional Economics (NIE). Both approaches have in the
last decade received sustained criticism for failing to take account of the wider political economy.
CPM theories take collective action as endogenous to, even inhering in, the community (Kothari et
al, 1996); whilst NIE approaches examine collective action as self-interested trade-offs. Both
approaches fail to account for the impact of external factors on social power and how these factors
constitute, reproduce or change relations between resource users (Mosse, 1997). Recent research on
natural resource management, including that reported, is therefore considering these micro-macro
linkages more closely.
There are several further reasons that we are taking political economy as a central explanatory
variable; again these are drawn from both theory and related empirical evidence on natural resource
management. One of these is the essentially political nature of policies that aim to change the
structure of rights and control over natural resources. Property rights over natural resources are
politically defended claims and assets, which have been politically negotiated in the past. These
rights refer not only to direct and tangible claims over natural resource flows but also claims over
the institutions (both structures and processes) that determine the modes through which these claims
are made, defended and converted into other assets. The process of decentralisation will, in theory
at least, mean a transfer of control from agents at a centralised level who, whether legitimately or
not, are deriving benefit streams from the current allocation of resource control. This second claim,
control over and access to the institutional structure of resource management, as our fieldwork will
show, is often as important as the natural resources themselves:
‘Indeed access to other actors is conceptually prior to access to material resources in the
determination of livelihood strategies, for such relationships become sine qua non mechanisms
through which resources are distributed and claimed, and through which the broader social,
political and market logics governing the control, use and transformation of resources are either
reproduced or changed’ (Bebbington, 1999:6).

As chapters three and four will demonstrate, political claims on the institutional structure for natural
resource management is a key variable determining patterns of decentralisation.

2.1.1 The political demand for decentralisation
The political negotiation that underpins the political and administrative decentralisation process
differ, although as we will show later, they are linked. There is a general consensus on the reasons
for the Constitutional Amendments of 1993 and the emergence of PRI as a political force. PRIs
have been a topic on the policy agenda since Independence, but they shot to top of the political
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agenda in the 1980s due to a power shift. In short they provided an instrument for a new ascendant
agrarian class from intermediate castes to secure from the state benefits from which they had been
excluded. This period also saw the emergence of many non-Congress governments at the state level
that looked at the establishment of Panchayati Raj as part of a general move towards a more federal
polity. Things began to move rapidly on the Panchayati Raj front from the late 1980s on account of
two opposing tendencies. On the one hand there was an attempt to bypass the states and route funds
directly to Panchayats. On the other hand, there was a demand for greater federal polity in which
almost all the states had a stake. In neither instance were the ruling groups really interested in
passing power to the local level, but the importance of Panchayats derived nevertheless as a byproduct of their aspirations, and led to the Amendment in 1993.
The factors that explain the emergence of policies for decentralised natural resource management
are more complex. Partly it can be related to the experience-induced outcome of five decades of
public administration of natural resources and evidence of worsening poverty-environment
linkages. The support given by donors for participatory natural resource management projects, as
well as donor pressure to reduce the role of the state, are also part of the explanation. Some
observers point to the changing nature of state-society relations in the 1970s and 1980s and the
emergence of non-party related social and ecological movements that advocated local rights to
natural resources. However whilst these movements put decentralised natural resource management
on the policy agenda, they did not represent a grassroots demand for decentralisation. Two further
explanations can account for the emergence of the partnership models and their current
organisational constitution. As we have already suggested, from the 1970s a new agrarian group of
intermediate castes had begun to emerge and press for greater role in governance and were keen on
sharing the benefits of ‘development’. The state responded by increasing its patronage network, and
redistributing state resources in exchange for vote banks. This pressure is reflected in watershed
management with the strategy shifting from being primarily technical to a focus on employment
generation and public works as part of poverty alleviation programs. Secondly, there was pressure
from development intermediaries such as NGOs, who have been given a significant role in the
facilitation and moderation of the partnership between the public administration and the
community.
In operational terms, the new management structure can be read two ways. On the one hand, it
could be argued that the state, under pressure from ascendant social groups, development
intermediaries and donors to demonstrate an adoption of participatory principles, has constructed
organisations that demonstrate conformity to this approach without changing the underlying
institutional relations on which these are based. Because the state has not changed any of the
working briefs or accountability structures, it could be argued that by creating dependent
institutions right at the village level, the state is in fact increasing the effectiveness of its
centralisation. On the other hand, once such structures are in place, the people who operate the local
institutions have a relative autonomy to develop these to express their choices and tailor them to suit
their interests. The extent to which they are successful in doing so, depends on a host of factors such
as level of mobilisation, possibilities of collective action, extent of poverty and attitude of ruling
groups. But most certainly, to deny any autonomy to local actors would be as serious a misreading
as to assume that once the Guidelines are in place, they are also being operationalised.
This political background to decentralisation suggests that in both instances the demands for
decentralisation are related more to control over the institutional infrastructure then the natural
resources themselves. There remain strong centralising tendencies with local committees formed
through user groups still operating in a hierarchy that creates a chain of dependency from the village
right up to the central funding level. Further, the political pressure for decentralisation has come not
from the rural poor themselves but from a mixture of ascendant agrarian groups, development
intermediaries, donors and from within the public administration. There are some exceptions; for
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instance the Arabari experiments in joint forest management. These started due to conflicts between
local populations and the Forest Department and the implicit local demand for decentralisation. The
subsequent success of the joint management arrangements must however be attributed partly to
high-level political support and the fact that the mass base of the ruling communist party coincided
with the intended beneficiaries of these schemes. The ability of the rural poor to claim their rights
therefore depends significantly on their relative power and ability to deploy it for the pursuit of
sustainable livelihoods, a question that has to be approached from a political economy perspective.

2.1.2 The role of politics in development
Initiatives for decentralised natural resource management (as outlined in the literature review) have
drawn on the notion of social capital developed by Putnam (1993), namely that it is a pre-condition
for development and democratic outcomes. It is assumed that social capital can be created through
horizontal associations that lead to patterns of trust and facilitate social cooperation for mutual
benefit. The notion that the rural poor can be empowered through associating in user groups and
self-help groups, and that social capital is the ‘missing link’ of development, implicitly and
explicitly underpins the decentralisation agenda. Most projects now start with an explicit focus on
building associational activities that will allow the poor to participate in the development process.
Notably absent from the debate over how to construct social capital has been the role of the political
system. In a hurry to involve local communities in participatory projects there has been a
widespread neglect of the role of formal institutions. This has been a general trend in development
policy; as Manor points out, there is ‘a preoccupation with the involvement of local people in
development project cycles, rather than with the promotion of well-established, elected institutions’
(Manor 1999:9).
The role of politics in development is again becoming a development concern and raises both an
analytical and an ideological question. Analytically, the concept of social capital is flawed because
of its inability to account for how structural location affects access to networks, or for political
structures that prevent or promote the use of social capital. Critical commentators on Putnam’s
notion of social capital argue that social capital has negative externalities and therefore needs to be
examined in political contexts. Groups at both village and intermediary levels can take advantage of
new opportunities, and thereby create forms of exclusion that had not previously existed. Empirical
evidence of the operation of this ‘dark’ side of social capital is more abundant than that of positive
social capital. In fact the robustness of the notion of social capital is surprising given the
predominance, despite extensive capacity building efforts, of the interests of the relatively powerful
in user groups.
Equally important for decentralised natural resource management, is an understanding of political
capital; the opportunity and ability to use power in ways that maintain or enhance political and
economic positions and so increase livelihood options. While forms of associational life may have
been created, it is this institutional context that poses the most crucial set of constraints to local
livelihoods, as the next section will explore further. In fact, there is enough empirical evidence of
the importance of political capital for the argument to be reversed: local people need political
capital in order to claim and defend rights as well as to create forms of associational life. Observers
point to Kerala, Tamil Nadu and West Bengal as examples of how the political context can have
positive consequences for the subsequent fostering of forms of associational life. Local
governments can thus potentially create the framework for the creation of social capital, in the sense
of a collective resource for the poor in pursuit of livelihoods. The relative importance and the actual
interaction of social and political capital are issues to be examined empirically.
The second issue concerning the role of politics and the state in development is ideological and
concerns the view on the democratic and developmental functions of PRIs. Many argue that
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Panchayats should not be used as delivery agents for development projects, but instead should act
as institutions of self-government and decentralised political power. Whilst this is not an issue
researched in any depth here, it is important to mention because the debate over the relative
importance of these two functions has formed the backdrop to PRI policy since Independence. The
political functions of PRIs have been given more importance following the recommendations of
several Committees; however, many claim that this is nominal and that PRIs remain
‘developmental’ in orientation. As noted by the communist leader EMS Namboodiripad, ‘I am
afraid that the ghost of the earlier idea that Panchayati Raj Institutions should be completely
divorced from all regulatory functions and made to confine themselves to developmental functions
is haunting my colleagues’ (cited in Mukarji, 1995). The balance of these various functions, though
not explored further here, is a constant theme in decentralised natural resource management.

2.2 Political and administrative linkages in decentralisation
The definition of institutions used in recent thinking on natural resource management has moved
progressively away from mainstream institutional theory that tends to view institutions as rules,
regulations and conventions imposing constraints on human behaviour (Ostrom, 1996). Much of the
social research on natural resource management now starts with an appreciation of the critical
importance of factors such as norms, customs, beliefs, age and gender in determining livelihood
outcomes. Institutions governing access to natural resources are sites of social interaction,
negotiation and contestation that have a critical impact on the capacity of local people to build
sustainable livelihoods. These informal institutional aspects, as we found during the course of the
study, are in fact critical in explaining natural resource use dynamics.
The role of the state is critical in influencing the operation of both formal and informal institutions
for natural resource management. This is particularly true in India where decades of centrally
planned development have contributed towards an organisational infrastructure that has a
significant presence at the grassroots. There is a consensus that the failure to alleviate poverty and
continuing environmental degradation are due to state failure. A mid-term review of the ninth FiveYear plan in India provides the following analysis:
‘despite good performance on the growth front, progress in reducing poverty in the 1990s has
left much to be desired. Concerted policy action is needed to lift the 350 million poor, who are
increasingly concentrated in the poorer states, out of poverty. This requires not so much
additional resources – which would result in further leakages and swelling from the already
bloated bureaucracy – as better policies and sound delivery mechanisms’ (Saxena, 2001:1).

The prognosis goes on to locate the problems in the inability to handle funds, corruption and
patronage networks, and inefficient public distribution systems.
These are complex institutional problems and understanding them requires a detailed understanding
of the organisational mechanics of development programmes as well as their political context. As a
recent comparative analysis of centrally planned poverty alleviation schemes (Nayak et al, 2002)
reveals, the administrative details and design of the programmes make a big difference to the
effectiveness of delivery. The comparative approach adopted in this study, both between
institutional systems and their operation in different states, is intended to explore the relative
influence of programme design, objective, administration and political context in determining
development outcomes. There are two aspects of the decentralisation agenda that are of particular
interest in this study; the operation of institutional linkages and the process of institutional
transition.
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2.2.1 Potential synergy between institutional systems
The question of linkages between different institutional systems is central to the current debate over
decentralised natural resource management. Earlier enthusiasm for the capacity of informal and
traditional local institutions has been muted by the reality of inequitable local social structures, by
the limited evidence of successful resource management and by uncertainty about whether
indigenous knowledge can keep pace with rapid environmental change. The public administration is
generally accepted to have failed to live up to its mandate of sustaining and managing natural
resources, hence in part, the agenda for decentralisation. Several have argued that local government
is severely restricted in its ability to act independently (Mathew (ed), 2000; Jafri, 2002; Suri, 2002;
Behar, 2002). Hence, whilst the preferred and optimal institutional combination for natural resource
management is a subject of debate, much of it determined by political persuasion, the necessity of
institutional linkages is usually taken as given. The ultimate property right of the government is not
generally drawn into dispute in this debate; the policy focus has been on what rights and
responsibilities should be devolved to the local level for resource extraction and management.
The main focus of project and programme analysis of DNRM in the last decade has been on
examining mutually supportive relations between public and private sectors; in particular on
establishing the comparative advantages of the public administration and NGOs. The objective has
been to overcome the public-private divide and to build on ties that can link citizens and public
officials so as to provide the scope and opportunity for greater local participation and the mutual
enhancement of development inputs (Ostrom, 1996: 1073). Both the Guidelines for Watershed
Management and Joint Forest Management derive their structure in part from the influence of these
concepts and extensive efforts to realise these objectives through training and capacity building.
The role of PRIs, on the other hand, has not been as thoroughly subjected to investigations through
this conceptual framework. This is partly due to the fact that it is only after the Constitutional
Amendments of 1993 that they have become a viable part of the institutional infrastructure for
development. It is also due to the association of PRIs with politics, corruption and élite capture and
therefore as presenting an obstacle to associational life and the formation of social capital. The
Constitutional Amendment has however changed the profile of PRIs and provided them with a
renewed legitimacy. The question of their role in development, how they compare to and can
complement the public sector, and their interaction with traditional institutions, is now at the
forefront of decentralisation policies.

2.2.2 Crossed institutional mandates
The analysis of development complementarities between the administrative and political systems
and the pursuit of positive linkages and synergies is based on an artificial separation of their
operation. In theory, their roles are linked and complementary: administrative support is necessary
for effective democratic decentralisation and the public sector needs to be politically accountable.
With respect to the partnership models and Panchayati Raj; the administrative system delivers state
expertise for watershed and forest management and provides user groups with direct contact to
these services. Panchayati Raj provides the democratic decision-making context about local level
priorities and the integrated access into the political system to express these demands. In practice,
the operation of the political and administrative systems is far more complicated because they have
crossed institutional mandates and both need to be considered in the context of wider balance of
power questions as outlined in the last section. For instance, the ability of Panchayats to support
local development is complicated by the fact that at the macro-level, Panchayati Raj has two not
necessarily compatible goals. For planners, these are instruments of development, but for politicians
they are instruments to be used in bolstering party political positions. Likewise, user groups as
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instruments of development are intended to create sustainable livelihoods, but they are also a means
by which to achieve a political mobilisation of scarce resources.
An analysis of institutional linkages therefore has to take into account: a) institutional sources of
power and the forms of agency they make possible or constrain; b) the conflicting interests they
serve; and c) the limitations they thus pose on the local livelihood strategies. For instance,
administrative procedures such as the selection of contractors for watershed projects are often
inoperable because access to such work has been captured through political donations. Such
political capital may, even with the best of intentions, be difficult to dismantle due to the reliance of
local administrators and elected representatives on the funds. To take another example, bureaucrats
may raise funds for the political negotiation of transfers to favourable posts by extracting these
locally in the form of extortionate payments for water, trees and seeds. Further, local people may
have to pay commissions to gain access to grants that are rightfully theirs. The rural poor may thus
well be producing more surplus than is assumed, but their lack of power in such micro-interactions
restricts the extent to which they can invest it to enhance other assets or to secure livelihoods.
The fact of institutional inefficiency and corruption is nothing new; both have been blamed for the
failure of development projects for a long time. However the analysis of these problems has tended
to separate corruption in the administrative system from corruption in the political system. A further
distinction is often made between corruption at the local level and high-level corruption. This is
particularly true of the debate over appropriate institutional mechanisms for decentralised natural
resource management. Despite abundant evidence of the linkages between them the institutional
failures of Gram Panchayats and Watershed Committees tend to be regarded as separate
phenomenon. This research on the linkages between them concurs with Wade (1986) that these
ostensibly different corruptions are in fact part of the same system and integrally linked in the
everyday practice of development. Further, the assumption that political and administrative
corruption are different has prevented a focus on what happens to the income generated by corruption,
or when there are discussions about politics influencing the bureaucracy, an analysis of why
bureaucrats respond to that influence.

2.2.3 Institutional transition and transformation
Decentralised natural resource management, even from a conservative viewpoint, involves
significant change and institutional transformation. At the very least, after decades of centrally
planned development, decentralisation involves new partnerships and changing attitudes. However
more significantly, it also involves a changing rights structure; not so much over the natural
resources themselves, over which the state retains the ultimate property right, but over the
institutional structure through which natural resources are managed and funds for natural resource
management are allocated. The consequences of a transition to a decentralised system of natural
resource management differ for established groups. A change in the structure of rights over natural
resources is likely to be resisted by those who will lose access to a benefit stream either directly
(loss of material benefits from forests, etc.) or indirectly (fewer contracts for training, fewer
opportunities for rent seeking, etc). These have been termed ‘transition costs’ by Khan (1996), who
notes that the intensity and extent of resistance is the real cost of change faced by the initiators of a
policy.
Much of the conceptualisation of institutional transformation in the context of DNRM has been on
slow incremental change based on the accumulation of social capital and attitudinal shifts. The
extent to which this approach can counter the intense opposition to the decentralisation of rights and
resources is highly debatable. This resistance explains partly why so many of the measures for
decentralisation have been accompanied by administrative technicalities that prevent their actual
realisation. To the extent that incremental and attitudinal change is possible it has to be considered
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in the context of power structures that shape preferences and the bargaining structures over change.
The capacity to transform existing relations can be difficult even when political will exists across
some parts of government. For instance, the ability of politicians to influence the administrative
response to a project agenda by choosing where to channel the project, and transferring individuals
who do not fall in line, is generally appreciated. In some instances, however, the opposition is
reversed; politicians are unable to affect any change because the public administration does not
respond.
Finally, the enormous transaction costs of the agenda for decentralised resource management are a
major explanatory factor for slow progress. There is very little capacity at the local level for formal
planning and natural resource management can be a particularly technical subject with new
challenges for which local knowledge may no longer be suitable. The rapid pace of change and the
intricate layering of rules, regulations and sequencing make the ‘rules of the game’ difficult even
when there is no political manipulation involved. The physical infrastructure for decentralised
planning is also weak, with shortages of equipment, materials and poor communications. Finally,
the rural poor do not have the time, human and financial resources to take part in a planning process
whose future benefits, particularly in natural resource management, are uncertain.

2.3 Local institutional interactions and natural resources in local livelihoods
The main focus of our research has been to understand the factors that affect resource use and
management at the local level; the two research themes discussed above are also ultimately directed
towards understanding these local dynamics. As noted, much of the research on local natural
resource management so far has been done from either a New Institutional Economics or a
Common Property Resource (CPR) perspective. Both perspectives have tried to understand the
factors that explain collective action and the ‘breakdown’ of collective action in terms of three key
factors: the characteristics of the resource itself; the nature of the property rights held over them;
and the social and economic characteristics of the community. As already noted, the influence of
wider political and economic factors on resource management at the local level has not featured
significantly in these perspectives.
The starting assumptions of this study drew heavily on the CPR perspective and initial intentions
were to compare and contrast social and natural resource variables to understand the key factors that
enable collective action. This perspective was changed through our analysis of ground reality during
the initial stages of the research. It became evident that the most significant variables in
understanding local resource management are institutional structures external to the ‘community’;
the policies, programmes and projects of the state. Local social and economic structures clearly
have an impact on natural resource management but there is less autonomy in their operation than
we had anticipated. It also became clear that there was only limited collective action around the
natural resources themselves (as opposed to schemes and projects) and limited evidence of
traditional customs for this purpose.
These early experiences altered the perspective of our research and led to a greater focus on the role
of natural resource in local livelihood rather than a focus on collective action determinants. This
focus was reinforced by two themes emerging from the literature on natural resource management
in the last decade: 1) a reappraisal of the role of the community in natural resource management,
and; 2) uncertainties related to the role of natural resources in local livelihood strategies.
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2.3.1 The community and natural resource management
In the context of the debate over decentralised natural resource management the imagined
community has been small with territorially-bound units and a distinct relation to a specific natural
resource. Whilst it has for long been appreciated that communities are heterogenous and
characterised by unequal power relations, it was considered that these did not compromise the
essential unity of the community. It was assumed that given some adjustment and negotiation,
communities were the ideal unit to which to devolve control over natural resources. This image of
the community has been one of the motivating factors behind the expansion of programmes for
decentralised natural resource management. However this expansion has been generated more by a
faith in the community and its natural resource base than by hard evidence. The emphasis is now
arguably the reverse; that the existence of a community in relation to a particular natural resource
cannot be assumed but should first be established. The attempt to simplify the relation to natural
resources by using the concept of a ‘user group’ has only served to deepen questions concerning the
unit that should be at the center of policies for decentralised natural resource management.
The perspective taken in our research drew on the lessons from one research project in particular; an
institutional analysis of community forestry (Jeffery and Sundar, 1999). One suggestion emerging
from this study is a useful distinction between two different meanings attributed to the community
in natural resource management (Agrawal, 1999). ‘Community-as-shared-understanding’ is an
organic unit, in which members have common ties, interests and beliefs, and thereby a propensity to
act collectively that dispels alienation. ‘Community-as-social-organisation’ refers to a different set
of attributes; a common and stable territorial location, stable membership and regular interaction
over a range of issues. Agrawal argues that these concepts have become linked because of the
implicit belief that by participating in the community-as-social-organisation, members can gain a
new understanding of their collective interests and so align divergent interests, beliefs and identities
based on caste, class, gender and religion. This assumption is implicit in most policy statements
about decentralisation, as well as in the way that projects are designed. As he points out,
development interventions can only hope to influence the second concept of community; by setting
up regular meetings, rules for interaction, etc. However, the link between community-as-socialorganisation and community-as-shared-understanding is far from clear.
One reason is that not only are communities far from homogenous and conflict-ridden but also that
individuals are caught up in overlapping circles of relationships. These may be external linkages for
work, electoral politics that provide regional alliances, the impact of targeted programmes, relations
based on caste, marital and religious circles. Although these are often based on dividing lines – such
as race, class, gender – they may also be forms of community. In fact, these links can serve to break
oppressive place-based relationships and build new forms of social capital. Hirschman had argued
that in fact this is often the case in his analysis of market transactions and their effect on what is
now called social capital: ‘…to the extent that society is in need of moral values such as “truth,
trust, etc” for its functioning, these values were confidently expected to be generated, rather than
eroded, by the market, its practices and incentives’ (Hirschman 1982:1467).
Arguably a principal defining feature of communities now is the nature of State intervention.
Jeffery and Sundar point out that, in the case of forest management, ‘what appear to be rules set in
place by autonomous communities may in fact reflect a long history of state intervention and
differentiation between different categories of people’ (1999:39). Their observation in the case of
JFM holds true for WDM, namely that resolutions draw lines and definitions around the
community. For example the community is conceived of as settled (excluding migrants, pastoralists
and shifting cultivators and any links that settled villagers have to these categories) and is expected
to have an identifiable relationship to a particular resource, from which others are thereafter
excluded.
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The term ‘user group’ or stakeholders is often employed to ease the definition of these relations and
enable programme implementation. In contrast to the assumptions made about the community, the
term stakeholder implies a ‘society made up of free-floating actors, each with different interests
which they pursue by bargaining with each other in interactional space’ (Nelson and Wright
1995:6). This neglects an appreciation that the various actors are already part of a system in which
there are uneven bargaining powers. Allowing the community to define itself will probably mean
that the definition of the most powerful will prevail. As argued by Agrawal above, defining user
groups and laying out an institutional design for interaction does not address internal power
relations and may therefore be an insufficient basis for collective action based around common
interests. Indeed, the evidence on devolution of control over natural resources – although not
conclusive – indicates that such programmes in fact often increase local insecurity as newly
devolved structures and power relations are added to existing local arrangements.
As noted already, associational activity, such as the identification of user groups for resource
management, can have negative externalities. In fact, one conclusion from fieldwork on
government-created committees concludes the following:
‘We have concluded that the argument made by government officials, that the multiplicity of the
committees gives scope for broadening the leadership base with the focus on equity, rings
hollow. On the contrary, it has led to a concentration of power in the hands of a few people’
(Vasavada et al, 1999:178).

Government committees are by their nature exclusive, and the construction of user groups not based
on a definition of rights of inclusion or exclusion:
‘In understanding community, then, in every particular situation we need to specify how
different state forms have historically interacted with community control; how ‘communities’
have been refashioned through government programs with their differential benefits to different
sections, and conversely, how power structures within communities have informally redefined
the outcomes of state programs’ (Jeffrery and Sundar, 1999:43).

2.3.2 Local livelihood strategies and natural resource management
A second theme emerging from the empirical literature is the enormous diversity of livelihood
strategies. Amidst high levels of material uncertainty and risk, rural populations have become more
occupationally flexible, spatially mobile and increasingly dependent on non-agricultural income
generating activities. Although farming is still an important activity, it is increasingly unable to
provide a sufficient means of survival in rural areas. Diversification is, by definition, a complex
process and there is still much research to be done to understand why it is happening and what
effect it is having on rural poverty and natural resource management (Ellis, 2000:2). However, it is
evident that diversification has moved from being a footnote in rural development – a process that
happened at the boundaries – to being acknowledged as a mainstream process.
The evidence suggests that the declining productivity of natural resources is one of a number of
factors that are pushing people out of agriculture and into non-farm based activities. The future of
agriculture as the central driving force of rural development is being called into question with the
realisation that agriculture may not be able to support the rural population and that diversification is
inevitable. The role of natural resources in these diversified rural livelihoods depends on a number
of variables; in some instances, access to natural resources remains critical, sometimes even more
so as a result; in other cases diversification leads to a lesser dependency on natural resources. In
either case the linkages between access to natural resources and livelihoods are more complex than
had previously been taken into account. What is evident is that current policies for decentralised
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natural resource management have not fully taken into account this diversified reality. As
Bebbington (1999) has argued, the problem of rural development strategies is that they are always
behind the times and ‘continue to crunch rural livelihoods into the category of agricultural and
natural resource based strategies’.
The local demand for decentralisation
It seems clear that the rural poor were not drivers of the current initiative for decentralised natural
resource management. Certainly, natural resource related conflicts have on several occasions been
the motivation for social mobilisation and natural resources do play a critical role in the livelihoods
of the rural poor. Decades of extensive research have tried to establish the factors that account for
local collective action and to define a narrative for historical natural resource use patterns. Whether
or not people did have systems for managing natural resources in the past and the prevalence and
social characteristics of these systems is still an open debate. The questions asked during the
research were therefore pragmatic: what potential does the initiative for decentralised natural
resource management have for improving local livelihoods?
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3 The Potential of Decentralised Natural Resource Management
The study reported here focused on the relational dynamics of the three broad decentralised natural
resource management systems in practice in India: partnership models; Panchayati Raj and
informal systems of natural resource management. The central research idea was that the following
main factors influenced the outcome of decentralised natural resource management:
a) the natural resource resource base
b) the political economy context
c) synergy and conflict between different institutional systems
d) the role of natural resources in local livelihoods
This chapter presents a schematic outline of the study conclusions.The full findings of the study and
detailed reports of the three studies at state, district and village levels can be found on
www.panchayats.org (see Annex 3).

3.1 The natural resources and their potential
Whilst this study focuses on institutional interrelationships, the natural resources themselves clearly
play an important role in shaping social and economic structures and institutional interactions.
Whilst examining institutional arrangements it was therefore also critical to understand the
constraints imposed by the natural resources themselves. As discussed in chapter two, whilst there
is an overwhelming policy consensus that DNRM is critical for the livelihoods of the rural poor, the
actual role of decentralisation in a broader agenda for rural development remains vague. The stated
objective is broadly to achieve ‘sustainable livelihoods through productive and equitable resource
management’. But what does this mean in practice?
The uncertain grasp of objectives is related in part to emerging empirical evidence on current rural
trends. Livelihoods are increasingly insecure and diversified with a dynamic and varied link to
natural resources. Environmental narratives that explained the interaction between communities and
natural resources have largely been abandoned as inaccurate. The studies conducted by Jodha
(1986) that have for long formed the basis for all-India commentary on common property are now
accepted as outdated. The current status, availability and role of common property – the main focus
of DNRM – is unknown but widely believed to be shrinking as a result of resource degradation and
privatisation.
Our study did not intend to fill these knowledge gaps on the potential role of natural resources in
DNRM. The primary research did however arrive at some conclusions about the influence that the
state of the natural resources themselves have on local development. There were three broad types
of villages with respect to natural resource endowments in our study villages. The first type were
villages located in proximity to moderate or dense forests. The second type were villages where
surface water resources are available and used fully or partially but with few forest resources
nearby. The third type were villages with very few endowments of either forests or surface and
groundwater. There are several trends that emerge from a consideration of DNRM in these varied
natural resource contexts.
First, the study confirms the long appreciated findings about the importance of access and the
primacy of tenure and ownership rights in explaining natural resource management interactions.
Limited access to natural resources was indeed a defining characteristic of the poor in the study
villages. The distribution of rights over natural resources has not changed as a result of
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decentralisation. In particular, ownership of land and water resources remain concentrated in few
private hands and valuable natural resources remain vested in line departments. Insecure rights of
access and low stakeholdings in natural resources create a disincentive for local involvement in
natural resource management, despite the enabling context created by partnership models and PRIs.
The village case studies demonstrated that ownership and access to private land and irrigation were
the key variables in determining interest in watershed projects. This was particularly the case when
there were few common lands available for works and most watershed investments were applied to
individual private lands.
Second, natural resource endowments as a whole (i.e. their availability and quality, in particular of
common land and water) did not significantly determine the outcomes of watershed interventions in
the study villages across MP and AP. They provided at best an enabling condition for certain types
of interventions; but beyond certain levels of endowment this did not make a great difference. For
instance, local rainfall, edaphic and geological conditions impose constraints on the recharge of
groundwater in some watersheds. But beyond a minimum level permitting investment, tenure over
the regenerated groundwater is more of a deciding factor than the ecological conditions in DNRM
outcomes.
Third, due to this distribution of resources there were very few instances in which there was a
decided link between an improved natural resource base and an improvement in local livelihoods.
The technologies promoted by watershed projects resulted in temporary improvements in the
resource situation (land treated, more water stored) but there was little evidence that these were
bringing sustained benefits to individuals or groups. The villages selected for the study of JFM
demonstrated a high variation in the availability and quality of the forest resources, both in AP and
MP. However, the structure and rules of JFM provided limited incentive for the conservation and
sustainable use of resources. The availability and quality of forest resources did perhaps provide the
boundaries of what could be attempted in micro-plans but was not an explanation of natural
resource outcomes. The restricted access to JFM areas that those dependent on forests for their
survival have to endure and delays in sharing proceeds from harvests and intermediate pruning, also
reduces the incentive gap between areas of good and bad forest cover.
The actual condition of the natural resources and their potential contribution to local development
was in general not an issue that was central in local development strategies. The limited availability
of common resources and the unequal distribution of land and water resources reduced the utility of
partnership schemes for natural resource management in local perceptions. To local people, the
partnership models are still valued for their short-term scheme benefits rather than for the intrinsic
and potential worth of the natural resources themselves. These findings do not provide an answer to
the issues raised above about the current impasse over directions in rural development policies.
They do, however, suggest that one of the pressing questions in future work on this subject should
not only be how to design institutions for DNRM but also, given the current distribution of rights
over natural resources, what purpose they should fulfill.

3.2 The political economy
Our second hypothesis was that factors in the political economy would have an overwhelming
importance in deciding decentralised natural resource management outcomes. Political economy
issues were explored in terms of the changing coalitions of interest groups at the local, state and
central levels; the political settlement that underscores the current distribution of rights over natural
resources; and the local manifestations of these dynamics in social relations of class and caste.
Research at the national, state and district level revealed that factors rooted in the political economy
were indeed the single largest determinant of DNRM outcomes. The experience from all three states
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indicates that centralised development planning as a system of resource allocation has yet to change
substantively, despite the apparent momentum of the decentralisation agenda. Decentralisation
programmes have resulted in an enormous flow of centrally allocated funds for natural resource
management to the local level in the form of funds for employment generation and public works.
These funds are usually routed first to the district level and then passed on to local user groups
under Guidelines that specify the terms of disbursement. These terms usually include physical and
ecological criteria of eligibility as well as evidence of institutional capacity and local willingness to
participate and contribute towards the proposed project. In all of the states we studied, control over
the final destination of the projects was heavily influenced by political negotiation at the district
level. Public officials and politicians at the district level continue to exert strong centralising forces
and are reluctant to decentralise autonomy and control; however they have had to concede some
power due to the political capital that is represented by ascendant local groups. The various
Guidelines intended to steer the decentralisation process have less to do with the final programme
outcome than this district level political negotiation.
Village-level progress towards decentralisation has been comparably slow in all of the study states
despite the arguments made in favour of their different approaches. The real challenge to the
political settlement has come from ascendant agrarian classes. There is now a further tier of
mobilised groups making claims, but in the case of NR these claims are to gain access to the
redistributive structure of state resources, not for changes in ownership or access to the resource
base itself. The political settlement that defined the distribution of rights over natural resources,
both private ones of land and water, remains unchallenged. Therefore the main target of political
contestation is over state resources for development; whether these are for natural resource
development or some other developmental aspect appears to make remarkably little local
difference. Although this political negotiation has brought new actors into the institutional
arrangements for natural resource management, this does not generally include the rural poor,
whose direct participation remains limited.
There was evidence in all of the study villages that people vote increasingly strategically and have a
clear understanding that their vote is a way of exercising choice over different options. However in
most cases, the strategic choice was to vote for a candidate able to bring development projects that
provided tangible benefits in local investment and wage employment. Whether or not these projects
are for natural resource development or not seemed to make remarkably little difference to local
people. Further, the leadership characteristics that are locally rewarded are the capacity for strategic
political negotiation to bring schemes to the village and a perceived justice in the distribution of its
benefits. In short, despite the enormous investment in decentralised natural resource management,
institutions remain dominated by the élite and the focus of mobilisation and collective action is
mainly directed upwards towards centrally allocated resources, rather than downwards to the
development and management of the natural resource base.
The main reason for this pattern of mobilisation is that decentralisation programmes have not
substantially increased the natural resources available to the rural poor. The fact that the basic
structure of rights and access over natural resources is not open for political renegotiation has
important practical implications. The actual benefits of DNRM, in terms of increasing resource
flows, have been too limited and/or individualised to be of collective interest. Most direct
investment has been around private arable land and related water management. The productivity
and scope for sustainable management of common resources has not increased significantly. The
local benefits of programmes for decentralised natural resource management also depend heavily on
the existing resource endowments of different households. The élites valued watershed programmes
as a private property investment but felt that work on common land (whether through watershed
management, joint forest management or the local Panchayat) was not worth their effort. These
aspects of DNRM were basically considered to be an employment programme for the rural poor;
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the élite were interested in these aspects mainly as a vehicle for dispensing patronage to achieve
often totally unrelated political goals.

3.3 The process of institutional decentralisation
The potential of partnerships between the state and local communities, and of a complementary
decentralisation process through the administrative and democratic systems, has not been realised in
the study states. One part of the explanation for the slow progress is practical, logistical and
narrowly institutional. After decades of centralised planning, there is little capacity for
administration or management below the district level. There is also no infrastructure in terms of
communications, materials, roads, etc. that can provide support to decentralised institutions.
Further, the rules and regulations for the respective roles and functions of Gram Panchayats and
Partnership Models at the local level are not yet clear; which adds to the difficulties faced by
decentralised institutions. The other part of the explanation for the poor progress in decentralisation
relates to the political manipulation of these rules and regulations and the crossed institutional
mandates of the administrative and political systems. There are several ways in which these crossed
institutional mandates manifest themselves with generally negative consequences for local
development outcomes.
First, the use of administrative programmes for natural resource management to politically allocate
state resources has clearly led to the mutation of the Guidelines. It has meant, amongst other things,
that criteria for village selection are subverted, that the process of PIA selection has not been
transparent and that the actual work undertaken favours the preferences of the politically powerful.
Second, the roles that PRIs and natural resource committees occupy have developed more in
response to political negotiation and local preferences as opposed to any consideration for the
complementary roles. The governments of AP and MP each have definite positions on the local
developmental roles that Panchayati Raj Institutions should play. However it was too early,
especially in MP, to see the local outcomes of these positions. The third observation regarding these
crossed mandates and linkages between the political and administrative systems is that they are a
routine part of development planning. The organisational mechanics of development planning are
such that, whether or not Guidelines exist, they are vulnerable to political pressure at various points
during their execution.
The following is a summary of the different institutional roles at village level:
a) PRIs: The process of deconcentration after the 73rd Constitutional Amendment and its
ratification by the respective State Governments, has been such that empowerment of PRIs is far
from affording them powers, capacity and systems to carry out even their minimal tasks of local
governance (all states seem to confirm their being extensions of another department rather than
being local governance institutions). Their mandate and capacity in respect of management of
natural resources appears even more wanting. Government programmes and other nongovernmental or donor-supported programmes in Watershed and JFM, have contributed to this
shortcoming by placing all their investment in local resource user groups.
b) Departments: For the departments implementing the Watershed and JFM programmes, the
over-riding considerations have been to deliver them based on the guidelines and targets in the
limited time-frame that has been set out. For the Forest Departments, forest resources have been,
from pre-independence periods, a domain where the state has sought to promote planned
management and the policy implication has been one of exclusion of local communities from
forest areas, specifically in reserve forest areas. In forests where the rights of communities were
protected, the relationship has been one of considerable unease at the policy level, and marked
by exploitative relations – between the functionaries of the forest department and communities
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on the one hand, between the users of forest resources and the resources on the other. Against
this background, the ascendancy of JFM was a pragmatic measure only insofar as the goals of
the Forest Department converged with the needs and demands of local communities. Thus, the
emergence of JFM has been in the background of a near-competitive relation between local user
communities and the Forest Department. At the very best, the emergence of JFM can therefore
be a negotiated construct that balances (by due and limited legitimisation) the local communities’
demands with the Forest Department’s objectives.
The watershed interventions derive their technical rationale from the erstwhile river valley
projects and the watershed treatment projects implemented by soil and water conservation
departments, and their marriage with area-based rural development programmes. In this case too,
the instruments of the programme heavily depend upon extension of scheme benefits
departmentally in such a manner that the framework remains potentially responsive to local
conditions (practice often indicated otherwise) and the costs of delivery were minimised. In this
context, the conception of PIAs successfully de-linked the scheme from any specific
implementing department. On the other side though, delivery was constrained by ambiguities
and decision-making that was amenable to hijack by state and district level political and
bureaucratic interests.
c) The informal systems have borne the brunt of increased formalisation of natural resources
management by reducing domains where informal systems could continue to operate. It may be
noted here that the informal systems have been focused more towards individual households’
access to natural resources rather than their management.
d) Policies toward DNRM have shown signs of being progressive, more so in the arena of
watershed development than JFM, but the implementation of policy at the state, district and
village levels remains a continuing challenge. In the case of joint forest management, the state
has been apprehensive of losing control over the strategic (e.g. MP is an upper watershed for a
large number of rivers) and revenue (timber, nationalised and other valuable NTFPs) resources
that forests signify. Therefore the policy has tended to be departmentally-controlled and to strike
a delicate balance at the fringes. The watershed policies have been a significant departure: they
have brought together a large pool of public resources for employment generation and asset
creation, but have also become available and amenable to potential privatisation, as evident from
a number of cases during this study.
On balance, the inertia of departmental policy, the scramble to establish raison d’être and
transaction benefits in delivery for the bureaucracy, and political contest for discretionary
resources at the state and district levels, have found a suitable foil in the quest for patronage
resources, rents and the search for wage employment amongst village stakeholders, in sustaining
interest in DNRM programmes. Having developed on the basis of political economy factors, this
seems to be a significant determinant outcome of DNRM programmes, although operating in a
manner far from pervasive than can be captured by articulation of interest groups in DNRM.

3.4 Local natural resource use patterns and collective action
By far the most important and recurrent finding of the primary studies (and this is adequately
supported by the state and district studies) has been that the appropriation of the scheme is the
paramount incentive for village level stakeholders in the DNRM programmes as they currently
exist. This is found to appeal to both the élite and the poor and vulnerable for the differentiated
benefits they bring to them.
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First and foremost, watershed and JFM schemes are available to selected villages only (in contrast
to other funds that are available to all villages either on a per capita basis or as a blanket scheme
applicable to households below poverty line wherever they may be). Therefore, there are
considerable incentives in ‘bringing the scheme’ to the village. The primary benefit to the large
number of poorer households (this was the case although with stated intent, with the earlier
generation of food-for–work programmes) is the wage employment opportunity that it creates. The
current studies show that wage employment benefits have indeed accrued in most cases although
that may not have been enough to stem the tide of seasonal migration.
The second category of benefits have been the ‘intrinsic’ benefits of increased resources harnessed,
e.g. more water stored and recharged, land treated, forest patches planted upon or regenerated.
There are a number of issues that have been reported with respect to the varied performance of
these measures as compared with the objectives. The common finding though seems to be that these
‘intrinsic’ benefits have been far too limited or individualised, and the objectives of creating and
maintaining sustainable NRM mechanisms and assets, is far from realised. In the most successful
cases, there are reports of benefits accruing and sustaining because they were related to individual
households’ interests.
The third common and strong incentive has been the control over financial resources that JFM and
Watershed programmes have placed with officers and politicians at the district, sub-district and the
village levels. This control has enhanced the ability to extend patronage at all these levels and
endowed the decision-makers and implementers with considerable scope for extracting rents. In a
few locations, there is also evidence of development of markets for positions (e.g. in MP for VWC
posts).
This study finds very little evidence of collective action around management of natural resources.
Land and irrigation have been the most important possessions around which individual households
and the extended family and caste groups have mobilised. The studies report a number of groups
who are or were dependent on specific natural resources but in most cases as individuals deriving
either survival (e.g. fuelwood collection for domestic use) or livelihood needs (e.g. NTFP for sale).
At the village level, or even at the level of groups of people dependent on the same resource (e.g.
fisherfolk dependent on tanks for fishing) however, there have been very few cases where
organised mobilisation or activity was reported. This may be because of the selection of villages
that did not have such cases. The more frequent reportage has been that of traditional dependence
being affected by organised action of the state (e.g. settling of common lands in AP in favour of the
landless) or that of the project (e.g. JFM in AP closing access to forests nearby forcing people to go
to greater distances to fetch fuelwood).
State-community partnership initiatives have sharpened perceptions of rights over resources in a
very limited sense in the case of JFM. Again, the perception is strongly coloured by scheme benefits
rather than the worth of the resource in economic and ecological terms due to highly inadequate
tenure created by the programme. In the case of watershed development, such an awareness of
rights has not been created because non-private resources fall squarely within the boundaries of
villages and have long been treated as open-access. In both programmes, there has been state failure
in catalysing collective action, e.g. by not following the watershed guidelines to form user groups
first. Potential scheme benefits have occasionally catalysed collective action to evacuate
encroachments on common lands or on forests. But there are no significant incidents of the
resource-dependent poor having utilised the space given by the programme to make new claims on
resources. The ‘scheme’ mindset has resulted in a separation of domains of the Panchayat and
JFM/watershed programmes. The occasional tussle between Panchayats and VWCs/JFM
Committees is more a reflection of factional politics in the village than due to any differences over
the use and management of resources. The perceived separation of domains has also resulted in the
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poor articulation of natural resource management issues in Panchayats as election issues (with the
noteworthy exception of drinking water).

3.5 Summary: strategic decentralisation
What are the implications of this mixed review of decentralised natural resource management for
ways forward? On the one hand, partnership programmes operate at the ecological margins and
according to widespread local opinion have little intrinsic natural resource related value. However,
despite the diversification of livelihoods, the rural poor remain dependent on natural resources and
frequently oppose the existing political settlement. Decentralised institutions have provided a means
for ascendant agrarian classes to access centrally allocated resources and contributed towards more
strategic voting patterns; however this mobilisation has little connection to natural resource-related
demands. The way forward, given these divergent trends, is a more strategic consideration of the
political and ecological constraints of decentralisation, as well as a rethinking of the objectives of
the agenda itself.
Rethinking the specific objectives of programmes such as watershed management and joint forest
management, as well as the overall rural development context of which they are part, is perhaps the
most important step to creating a more locally relevant policy. Both programmes have objectives
related to natural resource surplus enhancement, building local institutional capacity, poverty
alleviation (in the case of watershed management) and generally ‘sustainable livelihoods through
equitable and productive natural resource management’. These objectives have however been
formulated without a vision of development, for there are no answers to simple questions such as:
has decentralisation succeeded if it has contributed towards local empowerment but at the same
time also to local out-migration? Should local people derive all or only part of their subsistence
needs from natural resources in or near the village? What proportion of subsistence needs should be
met locally by what proportion of people to satisfy the criteria of sustainable local livelihoods?
These questions are critical because, as argued above, decentralisation operates at the ecological
margins and has not significantly increased the resources available to the poor.
The role that natural resources play in local livelihoods is complex but in few of the villages studied
could the resources decentralised have provided the basis for ‘sustainable livelihoods’. In many
contexts, and for many of the rural poor, wage labour in natural resource management programmes
will be part of a stepping-stone to other perhaps non-local activities. In some contexts there may be
some scope for natural resource surplus enhancement that could contribute towards local
livelihoods. In either case the programmes need to develop a more explicit focus on how to fit into
the diversified rural development strategies of the poor. This would represent the beginnings of an
agenda for DNRM based on local natural resource based demands.
A second area of strategic importance for DNRM is to exploit the political space that is opening up
in district level politics and the nascent grassroots political mobilisation. Clearly there is a
grassroots demand for centrally allocated resources, which even if it is not related to natural
resource management can be used to improve the effectiveness of service delivery to decentralised
units. This objective has two related aspects which are nevertheless important to distinguish; one is
more narrowly institutional and the other more political. Institutionally, the enormous transaction
costs of the decentralisation agenda remain a major explanatory factor for slow progress; much
work remains to be done in building human resource capacity for decentralised management as well
as the physical infrastructure of equipment, material and communication. The creation of such local
institutional capacity is constrained by the rapid pace of change and the complexity of the rules and
regulations for decentralisation, even when these are not being politically manipulated. Often these
rules and regulations are however being politically manipulated, which leads to the second aspect of
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a strategic approach; identifying these political bottle-necks for what they are and taking informed
decisions on whether or not they can be resolved. One of the observations of the study was that
these bottle-necks are fairly easy to identify and an understanding of how they are politically
constituted is key in their resolution. Civil society DNRM lobby groups, many of whom are key in
following forma and informal district level rules, can provide critical support for both the
institutional and political aspects of improved service delivery.
So far, the approaches discussed to improve the programmes and policies for DNRM work within
the political settlement. A fundamental change in the distribution of rights and access to the natural
resources themselves is probably not a politically feasible objective. However, a strategic
decentralisation agenda would not only recognise the constraints on decentralisation imposed by the
existing political settlement (as discussed above) but also when and how this settlement could be
challenged at the margins. The movements described above that challenge the terms of state control
over forests are one instance of such a challenge, but equally important is resource endowments
within the village. In all of the villages studied, arable land and irrigation were the main natural
resources valued and the only ones around which there was any spontaneous collective action.
Further, despite the diversification in livelihoods of both the poor and the rich, power relations at
the village level are still based on economic dominance rooted in control over land and water and
reinforced by caste-based social traditions. Challenging this political settlement where possible is
therefore key to creating a locally relevant natural resource policy.
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Annex 1 Research Methodology and Limitations
The study was conducted in May 2000–June 2002 at the national level (secondary review only) and
in the three study states of Karnataka (secondary review only), Andhra Pradesh and Madhya
Pradesh (secondary and primary studies in both states). The study was undertaken by a consortium
of institutions including ODI and SERA (UK), TARU Leading Edge (New Delhi and Hyderabad)
and State partners: the Centre for Budget and Policy Studies (Bangalore, Karnataka), Centre for
World Solidarity (Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh) and SANKET (Bhopal, Madhya Pradesh). As we
will elaborate, methodologies for undertaking research on PRIs and DNRM are currently evolving
and an attempt to address a complex research frame needs to draw upon and innovate with a
number of methodological traditions. The main blocks of research and consultation undertaken in
the study were:
• Situation Analysis and Secondary Literature Review (SALR) was carried out at the national level
at the beginning of the project and thereafter at the beginning of studies in each state (Karnataka,
MP and AP). This activity analysed available secondary material on natural resources and their
management; decentralisation and PRIs, social and demographic indicators, economic indicators,
and Watershed and JFM programmes. This activity led to the identification of the key issues and
debates, gaps in existing data, and highlighted areas of enquiry for primary research.
• Primary studies were conducted in selected villages (12 case studies in AP and 14 in MP) and
comprised baseline research on natural resources (mainly soil, water, crops, livestock) and their
management (focused on Watershed and Joint Forest Management), and a study of the interinstitutional dynamics at the village level, i.e. between DNRM institutions and PRIs, as well as
with traditional institutions where they existed.
• District study: one district in each of the two states was studied to understand the political
economy variables and inter-institutional dynamics at the district level. District studies were
carried out in Mahbubnagar (AP) and Shivpuri (MP) districts.
• Website and email listserv: an email discussion forum developed and managed under the project
provided a wide variety of stakeholders working in the areas of PRIs and DNRM, to access
emerging project outputs and related material, interact with each other and provide comments
and criticisms on matters having a bearing on the research issues.

Themes, levels and sequence of the research process
This study is essentially one that explores institutional interactions in decentralised natural resource
management. The study postulates that three types of factors influence the decentralised natural
resource management process: interactions in the political economy; interactions between the public
administration and the local government; and interactions in the local community. Whilst these are
distinct factors, our particular interest is in their interaction and the effects that these have on local
processes. For instance, pressures in the political economy may lead to policies for decentralisation
but resistance from the administrative structure may render these difficult to implement. Therefore,
whilst these research areas are distinct, the interaction between these four types of institutional
interrelations is a central direction of enquiry.
Whilst this research is essentially about institutional interactions, a fourth factor, the type and
condition of the natural resources themselves, is recognised as having an important influence.
Several contextual points need to be emphasised in this respect:
• First, baseline conditions will vary widely from one context to another; the potential for
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enhancing the productivity of NR will be influenced to some degree by biophysical conditions.
Not all change (or lack of change) in NR productivity or sustainability can therefore be explained
by changes in institutional relations.
• Second, a quantitative assessment of changes in the productivity and sustainability of NR against
some benchmark is outside the scope of this study.
The research compares the decentralisation process in three states: Karnataka; Andhra Pradesh and
Madhya Pradesh. This comparative approach enabled a perspective on the operation and relative
importance of the four types of institutional interaction identified. In particular, the research sought
to understand the impact of different political economic histories and traditions of public
administration on decentralisation. The three states were chosen because each has an engaged
history with decentralisation policies and because these experiences differ significantly in their
political, institutional and ideological dimensions.
The research was conducted at four distinct levels: national, state, district and village. There was an
iterative process between these levels; for instance relevant issues from the field were discussed at
higher levels and assertions about the villages made at higher levels were verified at the local level.
However, the overall sequence of the research was top-down from the national level. The focus at
the village level was in understanding the diversity in different sites rather than on trying to
extrapolate the findings from one area to another through the use of fixed indicators. The criteria
that determine the context and concentration of the research at different study levels are described
in the full text of the proposal and in Annex 1 (note on methodology).
Primary studies were conducted in selected villages (12 case studies in AP and 14 in MP) and
comprised baseline research on natural resources (mainly soil, water, crops, livestock) and their
management (focused on watershed and Joint Forest Management), and a study of the interinstitutional dynamics at the village level, i.e. between DNRM institutions and PRIs, as well as with
traditional institutions where they existed. Consultative methods, group discussions and interviews
were conducted using instruments like semi-structured schedules and checklists. The measurement
of natural resources stocks and flows was undertaken by a combination of methods, including
mapping, observations and discussion with village stakeholders. Information was also collected in
respect of privately controlled water resources and agriculture to understand the impact of
preferences and practices on common resources. Fieldwork in villages typically comprised about a
week for the team for baseline data collection, followed later by one or two rounds of tracking visits
by a part of the team.
The research was also staggered in time between the three states; with the state, district and village
level process starting in Karnataka first; then continuing in Andhra Pradesh while the Karnataka
process was ongoing, and finally moving to Madhya Pradesh towards the end of the work in AP.
The work was staggered to enable learning experiences to be discussed between the state research
teams and incorporated into the research design. This staggered approach proved to be very useful;
in particular between the AP and MP round where the selection criteria for villages was modified,
as well as the emphasis put on district level work.
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Limitations of the research
(i) Coverage and representation
During the inception phase, it was decided that about 10 villages in each state would be studied.
Since quantitative rigour or representation of agro-climatic zones in the state were not the guiding
principles of sampling, the districts were selected on the basis of a broad range of general
development characteristics, geographical dispersion across regions of the state and experience of
watershed or JFM programmes. Choice of villages was based on remoteness, population size class
and other parameters available from the census records. The objective was to compensate for a
more rigorous sample by the depth of focused research on the institutional arrangements and
political economy. The villages studied showed differing natural resources endowments and socioeconomic types, but these were not in large enough numbers to allow projections of these types.
Therefore, the inferences and conclusions drawn in this study need to be used with caution.

(ii) Measurement of NRM variables
Measuring the impact of decentralisation on natural resource management at the local level was a
key research challenge, requiring data on the before and after situation with respect to stocks of
resources (e.g. increased amount of water collected or recharged) and their flows (e.g. productivity,
biomass grown). Areas where the base level of resource endowment was so poor that DNRM
investments would not be likely to yield results in a limited time frame were excluded. However, a
lack of historical data about these resources was a significant barrier to undertaking an assessment
of their condition and changes as a result of investments. The collection of baseline data helped to
prepare an inventory that has had to be supplemented by local perspectives. Based on these,
assessments have been made on the differing levels of prevalence, salience and significance of
changes in resources. Methodological innovations in this area remain to be achieved to make the
measurement task more reliable. One possible method is to track villages not just for a limited
period (some of the AP study villages could be tracked across a year in this study) but over a
number of seasons and years.

(iii) Watershed and JFM
Information about the JFM programme was particularly difficult to obtain and investigations in this
were constrained by departmental reticence at some levels (apprehending the evaluative import that
this research may have). Information about watershed projects was more in the public domain and
enjoyed far greater familiarity at the village level. This has meant that the analysis of the JFM
project has had to rely on available secondary literature and discussions with departmental and
community respondents.

(iv) Coverage of research issues
The sheer breadth and depth of research issues demanded significant training of personnel, in
particular when the teams were a mix of researchers and development practitioners (this was
especially true in AP). In this instance, the need to establish an in-depth analytical understanding of
the issues meant a trade-off in the extent to which the sub-themes could be explored. For instance,
the depth of understanding of the gendered impact of DNRM compares unfavourably to that of
class and caste issues.
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(v) Continued enquiry
It was expected that the tracking visits after the initial baseline and research rounds would provide
an understanding of changes over time (or across seasons) with regard to select parameters
identified. Some issues, although important, were not amenable to change in the short period of the
interval between the main and the tracking rounds (about six to eight months in AP, about three
months in MP) and would take years to change. However, tracking activities provided opportunity
for further discussions and consultations on key issues identified.

(vi) Karnataka studies
The primary village and district studies were conducted in Karnataka, the first study state, but these
suffered from a number of problems, including those related to the availability of competent
personnel and situations of non-cooperation encountered in the field (reportedly arising from
government investigations being conducted about irregularities in past watershed programmes
implemented). Attempts to repeat the study were not successful. Further, the analysis of findings
from the studies (both watershed and JFM villages) did not yield results of acceptable quality and
hence, these were not considered for cross-state analyses or the national synthesis report. This was a
major shortcoming of the project, since Karnataka was among the pioneers in empowering PRIs
that showed signs of regression in the past decade. Attempts have been made to reflect on the state’s
experience but this has been limited to the SALR exercise.

Research outputs
Research outputs include a National Level Situation Analysis and Literature Review, a State Level
Situation Analysis and Literature Review (SALR) for Karnataka (primary studies in Karnataka
could not be conducted satisfactorily); and SALR, District Study Report, Village Studies Report
and Main State Reports for AP and MP; a Note on Methodology that aims to contribute to future
studies in this field; an article in ODI’s Natural Resource Perspective series; an article in Outlook
and finally a National Synthesis Report. All of these reports are available on the project website,
www.panchayats.org (see Annex 3). A further output is the email discussion forum on decentralised
natural resource management that has been hosted by the project.
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Annex 2 Emerging Policy Initiatives for Decentralisation
The study findings provide insights into the current situation of DNRM and PRIs but do not present
an encouraging picture about the processes of decentralisation and local management of natural
resources. On the other hand, a number of micro-level experiments demonstrate the possibilities and
potential of DNRM with an increasing role for democratically elected institutions. A promising
number of notable developments have also taken place at the policy level. This section reviews
some of these significant developments and lays out some of the fundamental issues that will
determine the future course of DNRM and PRIs in the country.
The developments that have the potential for substantive changes include:
• the new watershed guidelines, 2001;
• the Gram Swaraj Amendment in Madhya Pradesh;
• increased attention for capacity building and training of PRIs;
• increased public awareness and debate on PR and NRM;
• heightened awareness and competitive markets or watershed institutions;
• donor undertakings to involve PRIs.
These developments are reviewed below.

1. The new watershed guidelines, 2001
The MoRD (GoI) has issued new Guidelines for Watershed Development Programmes in the
country. A step forward from the 1995 Guidelines, the new Guidelines seek to sharpen the role of
PRIs in Watershed Development programmes, and address certain other shortcomings in the old
Guidelines. However, these raise further questions that will need to be addressed at all levels. Some
of these are:

More direct role for PRIs especially to Gram Panchayats
While the old guidelines had suggested Gram Panchayats (GPs) also could be made PIAs, in
practice mostly government departments and few NGOs were given the role of PIAs. New
guidelines suggest that PRIs (all tiers) should be preferably selected as PIAs, failing which other
institutions and government departments can be selected. However, the government departments
can use this loophole, cite non-availability of able and willing PRIs, and still continue to be PIAs. It
has to be remembered that the PIA activity is mostly administrative and the lower rung of PRIs may
not be able to handle administrative and training tasks and capacity building is urgently required in
this area. It would have been advisable to initially link Watershed Committees to Panchayats more
directly, and to make user groups demand for funds thereby ensuring more accountability.

Increase in treatment costs
The project costs have been augmented from Rs. 4,000 per ha to Rs. 7,000 per ha. While this is
considered a important development, it has to be noted that many WSD projects could not spend the
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earlier allocated amount due to a lack of options, especially in areas where land and water resources
had already been developed. The quality of work in most cases was poor, largely due to an irregular
flow of funds rather than the per ha allocation being low. It would have been better to use other
criteria like the extent of land and water resource development to fix rates in different regions.
However, it has to be noted that these decisions may require objective criteria and chances of
political negotiations are high.

Convergence with other rural development programmes
Great stress is laid on the convergence of other development and social sector programmes with
WSD. This is a welcome step, but considerable planning and strategic decision-making at the
district and block levels will be necessary to implement these goals. Since the other programmes are
routed through many departments and various levels of PRIs, coordination is required to really
converge these programmes. This will be a big challenge, given the fragmented nature of the
bureaucracy and resistance to devolution of functions and funds. The new guidelines also stress preset deliverable outputs, elaborate road maps and milestones, definite activity-wise timeframe,
specific success criteria and clear exit protocol. This is a clear improvement over the old guidelines.

Effective use of remote sensing data
The programme plans to integrate the outputs from the remote sensing data. This is rather difficult,
since many ZPs/DRDAs still do not have capacity to handle these data even at district level. The
Integrated Mission for Sustainable Development (IMSD) and hydro-geomorphic maps prepared for
use at district level are generally not available and with limited capacities, it is not clear how remote
sensing data will be used in the future.

Twin track approach to ensure short-term and long-term returns
The twin track approach is supposed to benefit all beneficiaries and attract the attention of
communities. This would mean more integrated planning with a view on actual short-term
achievement of direct benefits. The previous income generating activities taken up show that a lack
of upward (raw materials) and downward linkages (markets) and local innovation were the major
problems. It is not clear how sustainable outcomes can be expected without establishing these
linkages. Cases of failed income generating activities are plenty and successes last only for a short
time. Similarly, long gestation activities like plantations failed to attract communities and survival
was a major problem. Active involvement of communities, assessment of demand and developing
skills in marketing of products would be necessary. The technical/managerial capability of
NGOs/WDTs is often a constraint and their capacities to facilitate marketing are also often limited.

Establishing credit linkages with financial institutions
The two decades of subsidy-driven programmes and periodic loan waivers have created a feeling of
free money availability among communities and hesitation to extend loans among the financial
institutions. There are many cases where majority of the villagers have unpaid loans from these
institutions. Undoing the impacts of the past is critical, making communities feel accountable for
loans they have taken is going to be an especially uphill task.
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Exit protocol
This is a major change in guidelines but efforts have to be made to ensure that the DWDC is able to
assess projects based on their possibility of achieving desired goals as well as to create an effective
mechanism to manage and maintain assets. The sustainable returns from 10% contributions alone
(less than 10 % interest for fixed deposits) are only about 1% of the cost of the structures. Unless
the planning takes enough care in designing and commissioning low maintenance assets or WC is
able to collect user charges, the WDF is insufficient to maintain the assets. The guideline is silent
on mechanisms for ensuring the collection of user charges.

Probation period
This is a welcome step compared to the older guidelines. Earlier WSD guidelines did not take care
of possible conflicts that could delay the implementation and failure. The new guidelines allow a
probation period of one year to mobilise the communities and create and build the capacities of
community-level institutions to implement the tasks. The guidelines also provide conditions
necessary to continue the project or withdraw in case of conflicts.

2. From representative to participative democracy: Gram Swaraj in Madhya
Pradesh
The MP Gram Swaraj Amendment of January 2001 is based on the premise that in a village, people
can assemble and sit collectively, and therefore representatives to represent the views, aspirations,
needs and interests of the people are not required. Gram Sabhas are to function as decision-making
bodies and to discharge their duties and implement decisions they will constitute eight standing
committees and additional ad-hoc committees comprising stakeholders of the work assigned to the
committees. These implementation committees shall be accountable and responsible to the Gram
Sabhas. Article 7-A of the Panchayat Raj Avam Gram Swaraj Act reads:, ‘The Gram Sabha shall
for discharging its functions and duties, constitute the following standing committees, namely: 1)
Gram Vikas Samiti, 2) Sarvjanik Sampada Samiti, 3) Krishi Samiti, 4) Swasthya Samiti, 5) Gram
Raksha Samiti, 6) Adhosanrachna Samiti, 7) Shiksha Samiti, 8) Samajik Nyay Samiti.’ Article 7-D
of the Panchayat Raj Avam Gram Swaraj Act clearly states ‘the powers, functions and duties of the
committee shall be such as may be entrusted to it by the Gram Sabha from time to time. Every
committee shall be responsible and accountable to the Gram Sabha and shall work under its control
and supervision.’
Another innovation of the new Gram Swaraj system is to organise separate Gram Sabhas for each
village. In the new system, the funds will be given to Gram Panchayat and then the funds will
automatically flow to Gram Sabhas. The allocation of funds to different villages within a Gram
Panchayat will be decided by the same prescribed norm, which is applied to distribute the funds
amongst Gram Panchayats by the higher tiers. The Panchayat Kosh will continue to exist and a
new Gram Kosh will be established, which would ‘consist of four parts, (i) Anna Kosh, (ii) Shram
Kosh, (iii) Vastu Kosh, (iv) Nagad Kosh’[Article 7 (J) (1) of Panchayat and Gram Swaraj Act].
These heads are self-explanatory and would collect food, voluntary labour, and donations in kind,
like wood, fodder, etc, and cash collected through taxes imposed by the Gram Sabha and funds
flowing from the Gram Panchayat. The Gram Kosh will be operated by Gram Vikas Samiti.
[Article 7 (J) (4) of Panchayat and Gram Swaraj Act.
A feature of the Gram Sabha Act that is pertinent to decentralised NRM is that it prevents various
beneficiary committees in a village, such as the watershed committee or the JFM committee, from
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bypassing the Panchayat. All such committees, henceforth, have to be selected by the Gram Sabha,
and cannot be nominated directly. In case the State Government decides to make rural development
funds more decentralised, and substantially increases the allocation to Panchayats, and if local
beneficiary groups are allowed greater say in local planning, there is certainly a hope that Gram
Sabhas will become more lively forums.

3. Increased attention to capacity building and training of PRIs
The need for training PRI representatives, especially women, SC and ST representatives is well
acknowledged. Most PRI representatives remain unaware of the technicalities of development
planning and implementation and their rights, duties and obligations. Understanding of these is
important so that the real multipliers envisaged from the decentralisation process are realised. In the
case of DNRM, PRIs have so far remained distant from the substantive aspects of guideline
development, planning and implementation process, though they do exercise influence in selection
of project-specific DNRM institutions and location of interventions.
There are several institutions involved in PRI training, including the National Institute of Rural
Development (NIRD), various State Institutes of Rural Development (SIRDs) and NGOs. Studies
show that these efforts have not yielded impressive results. Key lacunae identified include short
training period without adequate training reinforcement, poor infrastructure and instructional aids
and lack of motivated, qualified trainers. Moreover, coverage has been inadequate. Training three
million PRI representatives over a five-year period presents major problems, particularly since
satellite training has not proved effective and the focus on office bearers alone is at best a halfmeasure (Mathew, 2000). As far as DNRM initiatives are concerned, there has been attempt to train
PRI representatives but the training effort has largely been a one-time event, focused more on
administrative requirements of the programme. The DNRM ethos, the rights, duties and obligations
of PRIs and project-specific institutions and guidelines remain less focused on. This rarely equips
the PRIs and project-specific institutions for envisaged roles.
With the recent Guidelines for Watershed Development (GoI, 2001) providing opportunities for
GPs to act as PIAs, experiments of MP-based NGOs such as DEBATE and SAMARTHAN, and
some others based in AP deserve attention. For example, SAMARTHAN’s block resource centers
focus on PRI capacity building in areas of governance, management, and participatory planning,
implementation and monitoring. DEBATE works on similar themes but with a distinct thrust
towards preparing PRIs to assume responsibilities pertaining to DNRM. Another such experiment
in AP is proposed in Mahbubnagar district. Further developments in such experiments will need to
be closely tracked for learning.

4. Increased public awareness and debate on PRIs and NRM
An explicit GoI commitment to the PRI decentralisation agenda and realisation of the opportunities
it offers among donors and civil society, along with increased concern relating to NRM and
instances of significant local successes, drew initial attention to PRI and NRM issues. The high
profile DNRM interventions that have followed, particularly in the study states, have raised the
pitch further.
At the village level, the mobilisation and training and capacity building activities, together with
approaching local NRM related crises, have led to NRM issues occupying space in popular
discourse. Project functionaries have also benefited from new work opportunities (in terms of nature
of work) and exposure in DNRM interventions. In either case, this need not always translate into
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operational ‘success’ for a variety of reasons, but the fact that some substantive discussion has been
initiated (though still led by a few individuals) as a result of DNRM interventions cannot be denied.
At the higher levels of the political hierarchy, DNRM interventions have been recognised for their
potential to address local concerns and extending patronage and constituency building. The
momentum and profile of DNRM interventions has also provided an opportunity to the higher
levels of the political hierarchy to project a reform-oriented image to the media, donors and a state/
national audience. A similar opportunity for image building and state-level recognition appears to
have been spotted at the higher levels of the bureaucracy. The interest of those among the upper
levels of the political hierarchy and bureaucracy, in turn, has further allowed the DNRM agenda to
obtain attention.

5. Heightened awareness and competitive markets
While a positive feature of DNRM interventions has been the resulting awareness building and
discourse around DNRM-related issues, a less desirable form of ‘awareness’ seems to have emerged
too. With increasing realisation of the resources available for DNRM interventions, there appears to
have a developed a ‘market’ for PIA positions. Instances of informal payments for assuming PIA
responsibilities (Rs. 50,000 upwards) have emerged, as also have instances of political favoritism in
PIA selection. The ‘market’ is not confined at the PIA level alone. At the village level, individuals
have been known to spend significant sums (Rs. 10,000 upwards) to ensure their selection as VWC
Presidents and Secretaries. This did not operate in the first generation of watersheds, given the
limited knowledge regarding the resources available and ‘opportunities’ for appropriation.
While the benefits of such ‘investment’ are limited to informal earnings among PIAs, an additional
factor may be operating at the village level. Besides expectation of informal earnings, the office of
VWC President and Secretary offers a platform for constituency building for the politically
ambitious. With its vast resources, the VWC can offer considerably higher wage employment
opportunities compared to the resource-starved GP.
On the more positive side, the opportunity to assume PIA responsibilities has led to a degree of
departmental competition for the same. Resource starved departments see such opportunities as
crucial to meeting administrative overheads and may pursue the opportunity aggressively. This
marks one of the rare instances where line departments compete, albeit in a restricted environment,
enabled by de-linking of schemes from departments.

6. Donor undertakings to involve PRIs
In the past, donors have often been accused of preferring to work with project-specific DNRM
institutions rather than the PRIs. This was seen to be undermining the decentralisation agenda.
Now, donors appear to be coming strongly in support of the PRI decentralisation agenda. Explicit
commitments have emerged towards working with PRIs and involving them closely in the planning
and implementation process of various donor-supported interventions. Another emerging area of
attention is PRI capacity building. It would appear that while the earlier interpretation of
decentralisation was loose (‘working with people’s institutions’), it is more defined in upcoming
donor-supported interventions (e.g. a new generation of World Projects for rural water supply in
Karnataka and Maharashtra are predicated on the central role of PRIs, away from the earlier
generation of VWSCs).
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Annex 3 Reports Produced for Project
The following reports have been produced under the project and can be accessed at
www.panchayats.org:
1.

Andhra Pradesh
a.
b.
c.
d.

2.

Madhya Pradesh
a.
b.
c.
d.

3.

Situation Analysis and Literature Review – Rajiv K. Raman, Rajesh Ramakrishnan,
G.K. Bhat
State Report – Rajesh Ramakrishnan, Rajiv K. Raman
Village Reports – Philip N. Kumar, D. Suryakumari, A. Kalamani, Rajesh
Ramakrishnan
District study – Rajiv K. Raman, Philip N. Kumar

Situation Analysis and Literature Review – Rajesh Ramakrishnan, Shipra Saxena
State Report – Rajesh Ramakrishnan, Manish Dubey
Village Reports – Rajesh Ramakrishnan, Naina Ghatak, Philip N. Kumar
District study – Manish Dubey, Ranjan B. Verma

Karnataka
a.

Situation Analysis and Literature Review – S Manasi and M Prahladachar

4.

National-level Situation Analysis and Literature Review – Pari Baumann and Awadhendra
Sharan

5.

National-level Synthesis Report – Rajesh Ramakrishnan, Manish Dubey, Rajiv K. Raman,
Pari Baumann, John Farrington

Two outputs intended for wider publication are in preparation. These are currently in draft and will
be published by June 2003. They include:
A paper for the ODI Natural Resource Perspectives series, namely:
‘Decentralising Natural Resource Management in India: Lessons from Local Government Reform’,
Natural Resource Perspective 86 –Pari Baumann and John Farrington

One paper for the ODI Working Paper series, namely:
‘Institutional Alternatives and Options for Decentralised Natural Resource Management in India’ –
Pari Baumann, Rajesh Ramakrishnan, Manish Dubey, Rajiv K. Raman and John Farrington
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